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who was crowned Henry, King of England, in 1485 subse- c-4c1The austere and pious man

quently enjoyed a reputation for being a surly miser who `seems never to have laid out
any money so willingly as on what he could never enjoy, his tomó — on that he was
profuse	 This is rather unfair, as Henry VII actively patronised the arts and had a
high regard for learning. In personal matters of dress, however, Henry had no interest in
finery; portraits of the King show him wearing plain and unflamboyant clothes in the
style that had prevailed for over a century, with centre-fastening doublet reaching below
the knees, and a fur-lined gown, whose heavy folds swept along the ground. But Henry
VII, like his Tudor successors, never begrudged spending money on displays to impress
his own people and foreign visitors with the splendour of his court.

Henry VII consolidated victory over Richard III on Bosworth field by marrying
the dead king's niece, Elizabeth, thus uniting the warring houses of York and Lancaster
and bringing to an end the Wars of the Roses. The subsequent establishment of the
Tudor dynasty allowed him to centralise his authority and to create a new nobility
directly dependent on his patronage. When his son succeeded to the throne in 1509 as
Henry VIII, he inherited not only a united country, but also a full exchequcr, which he
immediately set about spending. At the age of eighteen, Henry VIII was the paragon of a
Renaissance prince, being 'extremely handsome . . . very fair, and his whole frame
admirable proportioned'. Well endoweel with 'the noble (valides of his royal cstate', 2 he
was also very athletic, believing that idleness was the `chief mistress of vices all'. His
vanity would have been rewarded by the observation made by the Venetian Ambas-
sador, Giustinian: 'He is extremely fond of tennis, at which game it was the prettiest
thing in the world to see him play, his fair skin glowing through a shirt of the finest
texture.'3

The perfect Renaissance gentleman was expected to place as much emphasis on the
mastery of learning and the arts as on the physical virtues of sport, or of military success.
Henry was a major patron of the visual arts and of music, where he clisplayed talent as
both a performer and a composer. Litcrature also benefitted from his interest — again, he
was a writer himself. Though intensely chauvinistic, he was not insular, and could
converse and write fluently in French, Italian and other languages.

Henry's determination to keep abreast of developments in the arts was fuelled by a
desire to create a court as sophisticated and splendid as that of his admired `brother',
Francois I of France. In France the Renaissance style of architecture and the decorativa
arts had been established for more than a decade, so Henry, desperate to keep pace in
matters of taste, invited Italian, French and Flemish craftsmen to work in England.
Competition between the kings reached its climax in the spectacle that took place on the
Field of the Cloth of Gold outside Calais in i 5zo. Ostensibly the reason for this meeting
was to cement an alliance, but it became a contest in which each tried to outshine the
other by the magnificence of his appearance and that of his followers. Every part of the
retinue was affected, from the horse-trappings, one of which was 'a marvellous vesture
of a new devised fashion of fine gold	 pounced and set with antique work of Romayne
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to (previous pages) James V, King of Scot
his French wifc, Mary of Guise, the paren
Mary, Queen of Scots. This double porm
shows Mary wearing a French hood and
bodice of rich brocado with matching slee
slashed to show puffs of the sinock underi
Massivc ermine cuffs are folded back over
sleeves. James is depicted in a low-cut dot
over a shirt, and a gown with cxaggeratec
sized fur revers and slashed sleeves.
(Unknown artist, 1539, Hardwick Hall)



nas More in a loose black velvet
in acople collar of sable, whose
aboy e the elbow in a matching fur
sclosing the rich red velvet of the
ve underneath. His white linen shirt
psed at the neck and wrist. On his
irs a hat of black hlocked felt, its
laps tucked up orno the crown.
Holhcin, 1517, Montacute)

figures', to the gilded pennants flying from the army of tents. Henry dazzlcd spectators
with rapid and increasingly elaborate costume changes.

One of the many foreign artists who accepted the King's invitation to England was
the German, Hans Holbein the Younger. Although his official title was that of the
King's Painter, his work was not limited to portrait painting, hut cmbraced jcwellery
and metal dcsign, book illustration and decorative schemes. His involvement in these
spheres had a profound influence on the course of fine and decorative arts in England.

A vivid impression of the dress of leading rncmbers of Henry's court may be obtained
by a visir to Montacutc House in Somerset, completed in 1600 for Sir Edward Phclips. lts
splendid Long Gallery is now filled with a selection of sixteenth- and early seventeenth-
century portraits on loan from the Nacional Portrait Gallery. One of the earliest is a
sixtecnth-century copy of Hans Holbein's portrait of Sir Thomas More (u); the original
was painted in 1527 when More was Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.

Erasmus, the Dutch humanist, wrote in 151 9 that his fricnd More liked to `dress
simply and does not wear silk or purple or gold chains excepting where it would be
decent not to wear them'. 4 This observation is borne out by Holbein's portrait, in which
More, as a royal and loyal servant, wcars a collar of linked Ss. In the fifteenth century,
Chis collar had signified allegiance to the house of Lancaster. Henry VII restored its use
with the addition of Tudor badges like the pair of portcullises for fastening, and a
pendant rose.
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12 This portrait of Henry VIII, a
variant to Holbein's original ima:
Presence Chamber ar

increased preoccupation with clec
dress: application of interlaced
liberal di;rribution of jewels on tl
the doublet, and slashes through
the shirt underneath are drawn.
∎vidth across the shoulders is eni
broad fur revers of the gown, the
upper section of which is also de<
bands of interlaced gold hraid.
(After Hans Holbein, 1537, Blick

In contrast, Henry VIII's love of jewels and flatnboyant display is itnmediately
apparent in the many depictions of him, hut it is Holbein's full-length portrait that
presents the most familiar and powerful image. The prototype was a wall-painting in
the Presence Chamber at the Palace of Whitehall executed by Holbein in 1537 to

celebrate the birth of Henry's son, Prince Edward, and thus the perperuation of the
Tudor dynasty. Behind the King are shown his parents, Henry VII and Elizabeth of
York, while Jane Seymour, his third wife and mother of his heir, stands on his right
hand. This wall-painting was destroyed by fire in 1698, but there are many copies and
variants of the image (12).

In 1537, although Henry was still in early middle age, he was in great pala from a
chronic bone infection, thought to be the result of an earlier jousting accident, which
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I 1 lall, writing in 154o, described
garmcnt as a `coate of purple

z.what made lyke a frocke all over
\vith fíat gold of damaske with small
betwene of the same gold'. It must
. the King in the last years of his life
nc increasingly stout and immobile
portrait shows, used a walking-

1 with fur, the sleevcs continuo as
ng sleeves, while the doublet sleeves
ve been cut so that puffs of the shirt
ith ruhies set in gold. Jewelled clasps
tted across the sleeves and front
the gown, and a largo collar of pcarls
is draped across the King's chest.
artist, c.1 54z, Montacutc)

affected both his legs. The King had been obliged to give up the sports which he had so
much enjoyed, but his gargantuan appetite was not diminished, with the result that he
became grossly overweight (1 3 ). Undisputed evidence for the expansion of his figure
comes from his made-to-measure suits of armour, preserved in the Royal Armouries.
They reveal that Henry's chest measurement when he was still physically active was
4 5in, with a waist measurement of 38in, but by 1540 his chest measured 58in, and his
waist 54. As his girth increased, he sought to disguise it by adopting the hugely over-
padded styles popular in Germany.

A fashion innovation in this early part of the sixteenth century was the division of the
hose, which covered a man's body from waist to feet, finto two separate garments. The
upper stocks, stops, trunk hose or breeches, covered the crea between the waist and
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14 A portrait of Henry Vil's qucen, I
York, shows her wearing the distinct
hood. Her hair is framed by a border
with rectangular rubios, and two sets
one plain, the other decorated with p
jewels, that fall in front of the should
test of the hood hangs down behind.
Queen's costume comprises a bulky t
a low, squarc necklinc narrowly edge
ermine and decorated with rich band
studded brocade. The fullish sleeves
turncd-hack cuffs of ermine. Position
abo ye the bodice is a hefty jewelled e
interlaced Iinks set with pearls, a pon
design typical of late Gothic taste.
(Copy, Anglesey Abbcy, of original.
National Portrair Gallery)
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mid-thigh. The nether stocks or lower hose consisted of woollen stockings that were
attached to the upper hose by means of points (ties with metal tags). The codpiece was a
separare item of dress, usually cut from the same material as thc trunk hose, and was
laced to hose and doublet with points. At Henry's court the codpiece was heavily boned
and padded so that it jutted out between the breeches and thc skirts of the doublet. This
blatant display of masculinity did not survive in the more refined atmosphcre of bis
daughter Elizabeth's court, and after 1580 it was no longer fashionable.

The basic elements of female dress d t 1 ring Henry VIII's reign were the kirtle and the
gown. Until about 1545 the word kirtle denoted a garment with a squarc décolletage
which fitted the body closely to id-thigh and then fell in folds tu the ground. Afrer that
date, when bodice and skirt were made separately, the terco kirtle was applicd to the
skirt alone, the gown becoming an optional overgarment worn for warmrh or on formal
occasions. The bodice then was referred to as a `pair of Bodies' because it was made in
two parts — the back and front being joined together at the sides. Sleeves were made
separately and attached to the bodice by means of ties. In the r 53os, massive oversleeves
with turned-back cuffs were worn over stiff, often quilred, undersleeves. Movement of
the arms must have been very restricted, inhibited by the very tight cut of the ttpper pata-
of the sleeve and by the combined weight and volume of the two sleeves. The rich
used to make a bodice was protected from perspiration and dirt by the shift or smock, a
fine lineo undergarment worn next to the skin. Its trimmed edge appeared abo ye the
edge of the bodice and through the slashed decoration on the sleeves.

In the early years of the sixrecnth ccntury, ladies of the court wore the distinctive
English hood, called a gable or pediment head-dress (14). This was usually made of
velvet and was given its gable shape by means of a wired or stiffcned framework.
Beneath would be worn an undercap, allowing the centre parting of the hair ro be
displayed — though after about 1525 the undercap bid the hair completely. It was
superseded by the French hood, which English court ladies found more flattering (ro).
This style of head-dress was adopted by Henry VIII's second Queen, Anne Boleyn, who
had been educated at the courts of Margaret of Savoy, the Regent of The Netherlands,
and of FranÇois I of France, and thus it became the fashionable style of the 153os ni
England. The French hood was small and semi-circular, set on a stiff foundation and
worn on the back of the head. It had jewelled upper and lowcr bordcrs (called upper and
nether billiments), the lower edges of which curveó forward onto the ears and were
trimmed with crimped cypress (a black transparent material like crape).

When Anne Boleyn fell from grace in 1536, the King charged her with adultery and
she was executed 00 19 May. The next day Henry was betrotheel to one of her ladies-
in-waiting, Jane Seymour, and they were married on 3o May. Jane was far more
conservative in her taste than Anne, preferring to wear the English hood (1 5 ). Perhaps it
was felt that this traditional head-dress would be more suitable for the restrained
atmosphere that the new Queen brought to the court.

An excellent written source for this period of transition can be found in the letters of
the Lisle family. About 3,000 of these were written between 1533 and r5 40 when Arthur
Plantagenet, Lord Lisle (an illegitimate son of Edward IV), was Lord Deputy of Calais,
where he and bis wife, Honor Gre y ille, lived in great state. Much of the correspondence
is with John Hussee, 'my Lord Lisle's man', who spent a good deal of his time in London
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ymour, Ilenry VIII's third qucen,
final variation of the English hood.

1 of material is folded finto an
riangle secured on top of thc head;
.ng half hcing allowed to fall bchind
:rs. The from edge of the hood, the
corated with gems, clamps the hood
.nst the cides of the face. Both the

the tucked-up lappers are much
n those worn by Elizabeth of York
hair is masked by two bands of

retched across rhe forehead.
are neckline of the smock, clearly
ve the closely-fitting crimson velvet
lelicately embroidered with black
cirt has an invcrtcd V-shapcd opening
a decorativa triangle of gold hraid
-epart. It would have been attached
:rskirt hy cies. As it was a separate
it was often made with matching
:re the hack seams of the brocade
left undone, but are joined at
y jewels so that the smock sleeve can
hrough.
s Holbein, 1536, Knole)

coping with the family's legal, financial and personal affairs. He also kept them
informed of the latest news from court and his letters contain rcferences to political
events and puhlic gossip juxtaposed with domestic details. A letter written to Lord Lisie
on 19 May 1536 is typical: 'Anne the late Queen suffered with sword this day, within the
Tower, opon a new scaffold; and died boldly.... Your hosen shall be sent within this vi
days. And touching Mr Page [Sir Richard Page, Comptroller of Customs] and Mr Wyat
[Sir Thomas Wyatt the Elder, poet and courtier, who was suspected of an improper
relationship with the Queen, but was later cleared and released], they remain still in the
Tower. What shall become of them, God knoweth best.'s

Lady Lisle's daughter hy her first marriage, Anne Bassett, liad just taken her place as
one of Queen Jane's Maids of Honour when Hussee wrote this letter to her mother on
17 September 1537:

My Lady of Sussex [her cousin] hath given Mrs. Anne a kirtle of crimson damask
and sleeves to the same ... the Queen's pleasure [is] that Mrs. Anne shall wear out
her French apparel, so that your ladyship shall thereby be no Toser. Howbeit, she
must necds have a bonnet of velvet and a frontlet of the same. I saw her yesterday in
hcr velvet bonnet that my Lady Sussex had 'tired [dressed] her in, and me thought
it hecame her nothing so wcll as the French hood; but the Queen's pleasure must
needs be fulfilled.6

Hussee's belief that Anne would be able to wear out hcr French clothes at court was ill-
founded, for on z October he wrote to say that `Mrs. Anne shall wear no more heu
French apparel' and that she must have `a bonnet or ii, with frontlets and an edge of
pearl and a gown of black satin, and another of velvet, and this must be done beforc the
Queen's grace's churching'. 7 Churching was a combination of a service of thanksgiving
and of purificarion for the mother after a successful childbirth. JanéSeymour gave hirth
tú Princc Edward, rhe longed-for male heir, on La October 1537. Lady Lisle delayed in
granring permission for the two new gowns for Anne to be made, só Hussee had less
than twenty-four hours to complete the commission before the Prince's christening on
16 October. Only by enlisting thc help of John Young, another member of the Lisle
household, was he able to present Anne with her finished gown in time for her to take
her place with the rest of thc royal household.

Lady Lisie liad obvionsly economised on the quality of linee used to makc her
daughter's smocks, for in the same letter (z October), Hussee explained that he would
have to buy new cloth hecause her existing ones had been deemcd to he `too coarse'. It
was essential that the gentlewomen attached to the court were dressed `according to
their degree', that is, commensurate with their status at court. As Anne was a Maid of
Honour, a paid position, she wore finer clothes than her sister Katherine, who was a
Gentlewoman to one of the Queen's ladies.

Queen Jane's triumph at having produced a prince was short-lived, for she died
twelve days later on 2 4 October, apparently of septicaemia. This meant that the estire
court had tú exchange their hrightly-coloured clothes for black mourning dress.
Although Anne had a place in the funeral cortége, the death of the Queen meant that her
post at court was at an cnd. However, her cousin Lady Sussex took her in, enahling her
to remain on the edge of court life. On 1 4 December 1537 Hussee informed Lady Lisie
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that Lady Sussex had suggested that she should have a `gown of lion tawny satin, turned
up with velvet of the same colour" made up for Anne. Lady Lisie immediately
questioned the idea, believing it unnecessary when the court was still in mourning.
However, Hussee assured her on 1 9 December that it was essential, for Lady Sussex
thought `ir was uncerta in how long the King's pleasure should be that the), should wear
black', and one never knew `what sudden chance so ever might happen'. 9 The King
rema ined a widower until 6 January 1540 when he married the German princess Anne of
Cleves. Although the marriage lasted just six months it allowed Anne to resume her post
at court, and she retained it throughout the reigns of his last two wives, Catherine
Howard and Catherine Parr.

Hussee's letters provide an invaluable source of information about the type of clothes
worn at court, for he set about finding the correct material and trinuning for a new
outfit and instructing the tailor on how to shape it into the latest fashion with great
diligence and dedication. Two garments which are frequently mentioned in his letters
are nightgowns and waistcoats. These were informal garments, the latter shaped like a
jacket, worn by men and women in the privacy of their home, rather like dressing-
gowns today. As they were lined with fur they must have been an indispensable garment
in cold draughty houses. We lea ni in one letter dated 6 March 1 537 that Hussee had just
bought tol yds of black.datnask, 3yds of black velvet and just over 2.1 yds of white satín
to make a nightgown and waistcoat for Lady Lisie. Hussee stood over the tailor when he
cut out the material to make sure that there was no watage: `There was no piece therof
saved worth taking up, for I was at the cutting therof.'" On 9 March the garments had
been made and he sent them to the skinners tu be lined with fur. Qn the 1 8th he sent the
finished nightgown, two waistcoats, one furred ‘vith ermine, and two ermine bonnets to
Calais accompanied by the plaintive assertion: `By my fairh, Madam, I have made hard
shift for it!"' The whole process had taken twelve days, but n •hen Lady Lisie received
them she was not satisfied and must have written tu Hussee asking him if he was sure
that they were indeed the latest fashion. Qn 2. April Hussee replied that they were 'the
very fashion that the Queen and all the lidies doth wear, and so were the caps'.'2

Hussee's life became unbearable if Lady Lisie thought he had been cheated by a
mercer or a tailor, so he went to great lengths to ensure that chis did not happen. On her
part, Lady Lisie was extremely slow to pay any bilis and relied on Hussee to keep
everyone happy by giving them quails especially sem over from a poulterer in Calais.
This ploy was usually successful with the royal tailor Skut, but un une occasion the
Lisies had run up such huge debts that Hussee dared not call on Skut with /yds of satin
because the accompanying gift of quails had not arrived.

In 1540 the Lord Chancellor, Thomas Cromwell, struggling to retan] his own posi-
tion, accused Lord Lisie of being an enemy of reform. Liste was sent to the Tower of
London and all the family goods (including the correspondence) were confiscated and a
careful inventor) , made. When the auditors opened the locked chests in which the Lisle's
jewels and jewelled dress trimmings were stored they must have been amazed by what
they found. The quantity of jewcls and other ornaments sewn onto sepa rate items like
sleeves, head-dress borders and partlets (yokes) was staggering. A pair of crimson satin
sleeves was decorated with 800 pearls, and a pair of black velvet sleeves was adorned
with 573 pearls and 8 4 `paired stones' of gold. A long gold gi rdle made up of 43 pieces of
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Howard, Earl oí Surrey. His doublet
waistline, giving a slightly swollen
e, and short skirts. The surface is
with an intricate pattern of gold braid
arcas of velvet appliqué. The codpiece
te breeches, which are an carly forro
ose, with the breech, paned
•, distended in an oval shape from the
closed at mid-thigh with bands of
material. The fur collar of a sleeved
across his shoulders.

liam Scrots, C.1550, Knole)

gold was found in a black box, and amongst the jewels were a `hawthorn of gold' set
with zo diamonds and a gold rose set with 3 diamonds and 3 pearls."

Whilc Lord Lisie languished in the Tower Thomas Cromwell lost favour with the
King. Whcn Henry married Catherine Howard, the niece of Cromwell's enemy Thomas
Howard, 3 rd Duke of Norfolk, in 15 40, his late was sealed and he was executed for high
treason. In March 15 4 2, thc King finally ordered Lisle's release, but he was so delighted
and relieved by chis news that he died thc next day in the Tower `through too much
rejoicing'. '4

One of the last judicial victims of Henry's reign was Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey,
cldcst son of the Duke of Norfolk. This `foolish proud boy' was famous for his ex-
travagant taste in dress and one of the charges against him at his trial for high treason in
15 46 was that he wore a doublet and hose of purple silk and gold tissue, the prerogative
of royalty. In a posthumous portrait by William Scrots, c.1550 (16) we see him wearing
the latest Italian fashion as he leans languidly against a broken classical pillar. His
spectacular Order of the Garter collar was returned to the Crown and was worn by
Edward VI when he was crowned.

Henry VIII dicd in 1547 rafe in the knowledge that his son would succeed him as
Edward VI. But the dclicate child reigned for only seven years, and at bis death in 1553

thc throne passed first to Mary, I lenry's daughter by his first wife, Catherine of Aragon,
and then to Elizabeth, daughter of Anne Boleyn. Although the Catholic Mary and the
Protestant Elizabeth were very different in character and outlook, they shared the
Tudor love of dress. Even when Mary was in disfavour with her father, she was entitled
to her own clothes allowance as a royal princess, and the Privy Purse expenses for the
period 1536 to 1544 show that she had an impressive collection of clothes and jewels."
However, her marriage to Philip II of Spain in 155 4 had a marked cffect on the English
court. The vibrant colours worn by Henry VIII and Edward VI were replaced by the
more sombre colours favoured by the Spanish. Philip's bricf stay in England introduced
courriers ro the Spanish cloak, hooded and hip-length, sleeveless paned jcrkins, and the
superior quality of Spanish leather and gloves. By 1557, when the Duke of Mantua
visited, he noted that Englishmen had discarded Italian fashion (see 16) in favour of the
Spanish. Here is the paradox: the Englishmen was ficrcely chauvinistic and disdainful of
all foreigners, but he was susceptible to foreign fashions.

By the 1 55 os women had a choice of two styles of gown to wear over the bodice and
skirt. The loose gown (see 18) fitted across the shoulders to fall in set folds spreading
outwards to the ground, leaving an inverted V-shaped opening in front from neck to
heel. The gown could he closed by means of buttons, bows and aglets (ornamental metal
tags used either as fastenings or as decorativo trimmings). The closed gown (see 17)
fitted to the waist and then extended over thc hips to fall in folds to the ground.

The arca between the throat and the cdgc of the bodice could be covered by a decora-
tive yoke, a partlet, made either of embroidered linen or a rich fabric studded with
jewels or spangles. It would be attached to thc bodice by means of pins. A letter wrirten
to Lady Lisie in November 1533 shows that oven at chis early date the partlet was
embroidered. Leonard Smyth (the Lisle's agent before Hussee) explains that he had
`delivered your frontlet to the Qucen's broiclerer. . . . Also 1 dclivered the mcasure of

your neck for .your partlet collar, which you shall have within x days."6
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The French hood remained in fashion, particularly for older ladies, until Mary Queen
of Scots popularised the heart-shaped hood in the 156os. In the mid-155os, hair was
parted neatly in the middle to puff out slightly on either side of the head, but during the
nexr five years that puff of hair became much more pronounced.

One of the most talented artists to work in England alter the death of Holbein in 1543
was the Fleming Hans Eworth. His known works cover the period 1549 to 1570, but
signed and dated works are rare. A full-length portrait by- his circle, c.1555, is thought to
he of Lady Mary Sidney, sister of Robert Dudley, later Earl of Leicester, and mother of
Sir Philip Sidney (17). Lady Mary's costume, despite the luxurious nature of its
componente, gives an overall impression of elegant severity and sohriety that was very
much the style favoured at Queen Mary's court. She is depicted wearing the rype of
bodice, skirt and closed gown preferred by the Queen — when the Venetian ambassador
met her in 1554, the year she married Philip II of Spain, he noted that she favoured the
close-bodied style of gown: she wore 'a gown such as men wear, but fitting very close,
with an under-petticoat, which has a very long train; this is her ordinary costume, being
also that of the genrlewomen of England'." The smooth, bell-shaped li nes of skirts like
this were dictated by the Spanish underskirt, the farthingale or vertugado, worn under-
neath. This undergarment is what gave the sixteenrh-century female such an inflexible
and exaggerated silhouetre. First recorded in the royal accounts in 1545, when onc was
ordered for Mary's half-sister Elizabeth, the farthingale remained in fashion, with a
number of variations, for over seventy years.

The loose gown is shown in a portrait of Elizabeth Hardwick, known as `Bess', later
Countess of Shrewsbury (see 18). In 1547 Bess of Hardwick had married the second of
her four hushands, Sir William Cavendish. Their union had important dynastic conse-
quences as, through thcir sons, the couple were rhe founders of the ducal families of
Devonshire, Newcastle and Portland. Cavendish died in 155 9 , the year that Elizabeth
Tudor was crowned, and he left Bess of Hardwick a life interest in Chatsworth in
Derbyshire and a substantial proportion of his properry. Bess, through her Protestant
connexions at court, had been a friend and supporter of Princess Elizabeth, «lose
position during her Catholic half-sister's reign had always been perilous. When Mary
died in 1558, Bess's loyalty was rewarded when she became a lady-in-waiting ro the new
Queen. The portrait of Bess —now hanging at Hardwick Hall, Derbyshire, the house she
built in the r 59os — is erroneously inscribed 'Maria Regina' and dates from the time of
her appointment to Elizaheth's court.

The accession of Elizabeth to the English throne marks an important period in the
history of costume. Never has there been an English monarch with such an interest in
dress and in the impact that dress can have upon image. At the same time, the prosperity
established by Elizaheth's grandfather, Henry VII, was bearing fruit, crearing a society
with an unprecedented degree of mobility.

The costumes described abo ye have been very much the dress of the most privileged.
But the increased expenditure on dress was not con fined ro courticrs, as fashions sprcad
from the court into London society and out to rhe rest of the country. This Tudor
achievement is alluded to by William Shakespeare in his play, Henry VIII. Thomas
Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury, predicts at rhe birth of Elizabeth Tudor in 1533
that when she comes of age:
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lary Sidney's bodice has a high
,llar, derived from Spanish fashion,
.vards to display the richly-
d lining. This replaced the low,
<line that had been popular in
r the previous thirty years. The
>hape of the stiffened bodice is
y the inverted triangle of the skirt,
)ther triangle is created by the
richly-patterneci brocade worn under

skirt. The collar of her smock has
-idone, the area filled with-an
,endant. Embroidery on the sleeves
sise, visible as puffs pulled through
.corated slashes on the bodice,
e collar.
try's wealth and status are indicated
ety and quality of her jewellery: the
nned to the opening of the bodice and
welled girdle dcfining the waistline
; in an elaborate pomander.
-fans Eworth, C.1 555 , Petworth)
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Hardwick, in a portrait painted
r loose gown is lined with soft whitc
tened clown the front with aglets.
ilso revcalcd through aglet-decorated
short upper sleeves and sides of thc
it forms a neat collar. The hodice
embroidered in a geometric panero
:d circles, and this dcsign too is
he standing collar of what is either
or partlet. The ruff is still in its
tc, mcrely an embroidered frill
the collar. Her French hood has a

mcnt of pearls, set on a horder of
press, wired so that it curves orto
the face, whereas the curve of the
the hood is defined by a billiment

J gold set with gems.
ays wore a rope of pearls in her
n chis one they are twistcd around
s dictated by the fashion of thc time.
sting accessories are the enamelled
Jt s worn around the wrist. Bracelets
: oftcn appear in Elizahethan
nd a number of examplcs survive.
)f Hans Eworth, c.156o,
Hall)

every man shall eat in safety
Under his own vine what he plants; and sing
Thc merry songs of peace to all his neighbours."

Inevitably, increasing social mobility brought with it words of warning from
conservative observers. William Harrison, in his Description of England, 1577, looked
back wistfully to a time when:

an Englishman was known abroad by his own cloth and contented himsclf at home
with his fine kersey [rough vvoollen cloth] hocen and a mean slop [wide breeches],
his coat, gown and cloak of brown-blue or puke [blue-black], with some pretty
furniture of velvet or fur, and a doublet of sad tawny [dark orange-brown] or black
velvet or other comely silk, without such cuts and garish colours as are worn in
these days and never brought in but by the consent of the French, who think
themselves the gayest men when they have most diversities of jags and change of
colours about them."

There was also concern that dress should reflect the wearer's class, rank and pro-
fession, as it had done in earlier centuries. A series of ten proclamations, sumptuary
legislation, was issucd hy Elizabeth I between 1559 and 1597. (See also p.z89.) These
divided society into vine groups, with Dukes and Faris at the top, and servingmen at the
bottom, the levels in between being determined hy annual income and the value of
property owned. This legislation sought to define exactly what fur, fabric and trimming
could be worn by each rank, but it is doubtful whether such stipulations could be
enforced. Sir John Harington, the Queen's godson, wrote an epigram about the in-
effectiveness of the law:

. Apparells great excess;
For though the laves against yt are express,
Each I.ady like a Queen herself doth dress,
A merchaunts wife like to he a barroness."

That the English loved a show is apparent in many contemporary descriptions. Thc
equation of ostentatious display with strength and power gave rise to ceremonial
occasions at which the hierarchical system was clearly shown by the style of dress worn
by the participants. A person of importante proclaimed bis status by his choice of dress
and jew- els and by the number of liveried servants who accompanied him in public — the
assumption being that thc greater the number of retainers, the more important the man.
The most common livery was broadcloth trunk hose and coat with the badge or
`cognizance' of the household embroidered on the left sleeve. When the noblemen and
their retainers were all gathered together in their brilliantly-coloured liveries it made 'a
goodlie sight . . . which doth yeeld the contemplation of a noble varietie unto the
beholder, much like to the shew of the peacockes taile in the full beautie, or some
meadow garnished with infinite kinds and diversitie of pleasant floures'.21

In 1595 Breuning von Buchenbach visited the English court at the head of an embassy
from Duke Frederick of Wiirtemberg. He noted the many 'earls, lords, and knights.
They all wore gold and silver dress and their raiment embroidered with precious stones
and pearls. At no other court have I ever seen so much splendour and such fine
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clothes.'" (See also 257 .) This blatant and indiscriminate display of jewels and shim-
mering luxury fabrics not only had the desired effect of confirming the strength and
wealth of the country, but it also meanr that a visir to courr was expensive. Many
changes of wardrobe were required, and any reduction in the qualiry of the outfits or
any repetition of them would soon be noticed and commented on.

The court was a compact society comprising all the officials of the Royal Household.
Technically, any gentleman could be admitted to the courr, but to he noticed, and thus
in a position to gain preferment, it was essential to be introcluced hy a father or Linde
already present at court, or to be a member of a family with an established tradition of
service to the crown. Any man who was not fortunate enough ro have such family tres
would have ro find a patron, for being at courr without a friend was like being 'a hop
without a pote'. The vives of some of the great men held posrs as Ladies of the
Bedchamber or Privy Chamber and they would endeavour to find positions for rheir
daughters and Meces as lvlaids of Honour to the Queen.

Many writers deplored the fact that men would squander the revenues of rheir estates
in order to huy new clothes. Ben Jonson in his play Every Man out of his Humour (1590)
writes: `twere good you turned four or five hundred acres of your best land into two
or three trunks of apparel'. 23 When Arthur, son of Sir Nicholas Throckmorton of
Coughton Court, Warwickshire, went to courr in 1 5 8 3 , he recorded in his diary that
he financed his new clothes by selling part of his land and by borrowing his brother's
legacy, on which he had ro pay inrerest for many years.

During the first two decades of Queen Elizabeth's reign, fashion for men and women
moved at a much faster pace, replacing the dignified sobriety of the 155os with a softer,
less rigid style in the 156os. This favoured much brighter colours (see p.31) and an
enlivening of plain surfaces again, with appliecl decoration like embroidery, pearls,
gems and braid. Surfaces could be `pinked' — that is they were cut in small boles or slits
arranged to forro a partem; `paned' — when a vertical slash exposed material of a
contrasting colour underneath; and `ptiffed' — a decorative effect produced when
material was drawn through slashes and panes in `puffs' (1 9, 20 and 2.1).

A comparison between a portrait of Sir Nicholas Throckmorton paintectearly in 1562.
(zo) with one of Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, painted c.1575-8o (21) shows the later
proliferation of decorative detailing and the change in rhe male silhouette after pacIding
was used to create the swollen appearance of rhe doublet and hose. Throckmorton was
Elizabeth's amhassador to France when his portrait was painted. Leicester was the
Queen's supreme favourite for more than twenty years, until his death in 1588. His
intense love of finery earned him a respected position as an arbiter of taste amongst the
fashionable men at Elizabeth's courr, but he ran up enormous debts with mercers,
tailors and other suppliers in the process.

During the second two decades all the garments in these portraits were to become the
subject of exaggeration, but in the portrait of Leicester they are in a state of perfect
balance, with rheir volume equally distributed between the doublet and the hose. After
this date each garment developed independently and the balance broke clown: the
doublet belly swelled out and under, into the curious peascod shape; and rhe hose
shrank to a mere pad around rhe hips. Thc ruff, previously so carefully contained aboye
the collar, was destined tu extend far beyond it so that the head effectively became
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19 (right) Pinking and paning have bet
employed on the doublet worn hy Thc
Radcliffe, 3rd Earl of Sussex, in chis p<
the early 156os. Gems have been scan(
the cloak and also foro] a hatband on
net. As a Knight of the Carter, the Ear
displays the Lesser George around bis
(Follower of Antonio Mor, 156os, An1
Abbey)

20 (far right) Sir Nicholas Throckmor
wears a suit — a marching set of garme
consisting of a doublet, trunk hose am
draped across the shoulders. His doub
small standing collar, and is fastened c
centre with little gold buttons. A roll
fabric, called a wing or epaulette, hide
between the sleeve and the armholcs o
doublet, and the sleeves and the doub)
are hoth dccoratcd with alternare pink
of material producing a striped effect.
edged with bobbin lace matches the ru
the wrists. A handkerchief, a fashional
accessory, is prominently displayed in
suspended from a matching girdle, the
and sword echo its finely workcd gold
(Unknown, probably French artist, 151
Montacute)
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disconnected from rhe body. The ruff was pinned to a wire frame called an under-
propper or supportasse, which held it at the required angle. Decoration, whether
pink Mg, slashing, braid, lace or embroidery, becamc more prolific as the garments filled
out and incrcased in volume.

Decoration also took on an important role in women's fashions. A portrait of
Katherine Vaux (22), Sir Nicholas Throckmorton's mother, dated 1576, shows a
wonderfully complex and exuberant costume, an example of the experimentation with
surface decoration that took an almost trompe-Poeil form in the 15705.

In contrast was the smock, worn under these highly-decorated garments. It was
usually made and embroidered by the lady of the house herself. It consisted of two pieces
of lawn or finen joined at the sides and could have a square neckline or small collar.
Sleeves 'ere always long and the arca nearest the hand, 'the sleeve hand', was usually
embroidered, as were rhe collar, hem and neckline.

Men's shirts were cut in a very similar way to women's smocks and were also
decorated with cinbroidery. In John Eliot's The Parlement of Prattlers, 1593, a book



2t The crcam satin doublet worn by
Dudley, Earl of Leicester, shares the
waistline as Throckmorton's hut has
higher standing collar and is decoran
narrow bands of gold braid alternatii
bands of pinking. His trunk hose has
shape typical of the 157os, cut into
disclose the gold satin lining. The liir
of colours - black, white and gold <
dramatic background for the Earl's sj
Garter collar with its enamelled Grea
Elegant square-cut black gems set in
a central seam clown the sleeves of hi
fur-lined black cloak (it could also be
and round the hrirn of his honner.
(Unknown artist, C.15 7 5-80, itontaci



garment in this portrait of
Vaux is a gown, thc high collar of
been turned hack to crcate revers.
lisplayed as revers, the slceves and
are all mide from a semi-transparent,
erial embroidered with a dclightful
rosas and strawberry plants. Aboye
line of the hodice, undcrncath the

a be seen the embroidered edge of the
)endant attached to a ribbon is worn
ionable way — off centre — and a pearl
under the collar of the partlet. Aglets

ed all over the gown.
i artist, 1576, Coughton Court)
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John and his servant in ∎vhich the hoy hrings John a smock by , mistake:

Boy: Pardon me sir, if it please you, I am deceived it is my mistresse smock.
John: \X'retchlesse boy thou wilt make me smell of the smocke all roday and

tomorrowe."

John was annoycd because his wife's smock, unlike his shirt, would have been
perfumad.

Embroidered shirts could he very expensive if bought ready-made from a sea mstress.
The Puritan pamphleteer Philip Stubbes complaincd in 1583 that you could huy shirts
covered in `needleworke of silk, and curiouslie stitched with open seame, and many
other knackes beseydes . . . some ten shillings, some twentie, some fortie, some five
pound, ... some ten pounds a peece.'"

In the Elizabethan period clevation in status was oftcn celebrated by commissioning a
portrait, for which the acquisition of new clothes was essential. Whcn the astrologer
Simon Forman married in 1599 he spent £5o on a new gown, breeches, cloak and cap for
himself and new clothes for bis wife and rifen thcy both sat for their portraits." If the
sitter field a distinganshed office the artist would give the symbols of that position a
prorninent place in the portrait: an officer of the Royal Household would carry bis white
wand; if the sitter was a military commander he would be shown holding bis baton; and
a Knight of thc Carter would invariably wear the Lesser or Great George, jewclled
pendant badges of the order (see 1 9 and 21).

An artist commissioned to paint a portrait knew that it was intended to be a record of
wealth and status and that he would be expected to portray the sitter's clothes and
jcwcllery in as precise and detailed a way as possible. Painters adapted their style of
pa inting in order to satisfy the demands of their patrons. It was a trend strengthened by
the Queen's preferred manner of portraiture, and her choice of the miniaturist Nicholas
Hilliard, a brilliant colourist, endorsed a style that lasted for nearly forty years. Her first
sitting for Hilliard in 1572 took place in 'the open alley of a goodly garden where no tree
was near, nor any shadow at alP. 27 The two-dimensional impression that resulted from
Chis sitting reduced the face to an impassive mask, but it gave the artist the freedom
to concentrare on the intricacy and complexity of decorative detail that was such a
characteristic of this flamboyant period in costume history. An example of this style can
be found in George Gower's 1577 portrait of Elizabeth Knollys, whose mask-likc face is
but one pan of an interlock ing pattern of lace, embroidery and jewels (23).

It is difficult now to understand the importante of colour for the Elizabethans, for the
brilliant colours that we see in embroidery are not only indicativa of an intense love of
the natural world hut they also speak a language of their own, as each colour had a
particular meaning. Richard Robinson's translation of an Italian treatise on the
symbolism of colours was published in 1583, and explains, for example, Queen
Elizabeth's insistente that her six Maids of Honour should wear a white and silver
costume when at court: `white indicated faith, humility, and chastity: silver, purity'.28

Colours with negative values were black, which signified grief and constancy; grey
for despair and ash for trouble and sadness. Yellow was a positive colour as it
represented hope, joy and magnanimity, whereas yellow-red was deception. Russet,
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23 Elizabeth Knollys, Lady Layton,
Queen's Maids of Honour, showing
clothing for a wealthy lady. Her shc
gown is decorated with aglet-trimm
tasselled bands of braid. The liberal
jewels, cotnmensurate with her posi
society, consists of a tope of pearls
draped across the chest, and a peed:
and a snakc — emblems of mildncss
prudence — attached to a loop of rw
Her high-crowned hat has a magnifi
jewelled hatband, ostrich feather an
in the forro of a starfish and coral.
(Aftcr George Gower, 1577, Monta(

with its association with country values, was prudence. Green was the colour of love
and joy, but turquoise (from the French pierre turquoise, Turkish stone) was jealousy.
As red was associated with courage it was not su rprising that both Mary, Queen of Scots
and Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, chose a colour scheme of red and black with which
to meet their end on the executioner's block.

To extend the rango of colours available new daos had ro be found —a matter of some
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importanCe ror Mose In tne teXtile trace. JourCeS in Otner countries were eagerly sought
out and experimented with. In 1579 a dyer, Morgan Hubblethorne, was sent to Persia to
learn of `great colouring of silks'. He was told to 'have great care to have knowledge of
the materials of all the countreys that you shall passe thorow, that may be used in dying,
be they hearbs, wceds, bark, gummes, earths or what els soever'.29

Materials were available in a vide range of colours, for the primary colours were
divided finto a number of subtly different tones, each of which had a particular name.
The most vivid tone of red, for example, was lustie gallant and the palest was maiden's
blush. Between t hese two extremes there was a choice of Catherine pear, carnation,
incarnate, sangwyn, stammel, flame, gingerline, murrey and peach. The new colours
that proliferated during Elizabeth's reign were assigned picturesque and `fantastical'
names that are, nevertheless, self-explanatory, like `goosettird green, pease-porridge
tawny, popinja y blue'.." A refined sense of colour led to an appreciation of the different
effects of light and shade on fabrics when varying textures like satin, velvet, taffeta and
fur were combined in a single outfit. Further displays of great beatity and richness were
created when the pile of velvet, woven on a ground of a contrasting colour, was cut
away to create a pattern of opulent richness. A surface could be further embellished by
embroidery with coloured silks, gold or silver thread and the application of seed pearls,
spangles and oes (small rings or eyelets).

One of the more obvious problems in studying dress of this period is the scarcity of
extant garments, those that have survived being mostly embroidered jackets, gloves,
coifs, partlets and forchead cloths. These tend to represent a selection of the labours of
the domestic embroiderer, who was crcating garments to be worn at home and whose
work does not necessarily illustrate contemporary high fashion. Of the magni-
ficent clothes worn at the court of Elizabeth absolutely nothing remains, and we can
only imagine their appearance by looking at portraits (2 4, 31 and 257).

The eighteenth-century chronicler and historian, Horace Walpole, dismissed late
Elizabethan dress as a `vast ruff, a vaster farthingale and a bushel of pearls'," but to its
contemporaries exaggeration was an end in itself, and crcating a style that to our eyes
might be excessive would have elicited admiration and respect from their peers. The
process of starching and then arranging the `vast ruff' was perhaps the most time-
consuming activity, and one that men and women alike had to undertake.

Starch was introduced finto England in 1564 by a Dutch lady, Dinghen van den Plasse.
It was usually made out of wheat and had to be boiled before use. This was a tricky
process and the starch often burned or thickened too quickly. (A soluble starch, made
from rice, was not developed until the 1 8 4os, when the potato famine in Ireland forced
up gra in prices and starch manufacturers had to find a cheaper source.)

Securing the immense circle of starched material and then tilting it at the appropriate
angle resulted in the 'burning out many pounds of Candle'," and the end result would
be completely ruined if one was caught in a shower, when it would `goe flip flap in the
winde, like rags flying abroad, and lye upon their shoulders like the dishcloute of a

ut'. 33 The extent of the circular ruff worn i n the 158os can be seen in a version of the
famous 'Armada' portrait of Queen Elizabeth — painted to commemorate the defeat of
the Spanish in 1588 (24). The Queen's ruff, made of cutwork, has been arranged over an
underpropper so that it is tilted at an acure angle.
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24 In this version of the 'Armada'
thc original of-which is at Woburn.
Elizabeth's bodice is front-fastenim
an extended point. The wings, whe
join thc hodice, are decorated with
pearls and getn-studded boros, and
satin sleeves and matching petticoa
emhroidered with golden stars and
(By or after Ccorge Gower, c.1588,

As every part of female dress was stiffened at this time, an extremcly unnatural shape
was created, but it presented endless opportuniries for embellishment and decoration.
The bodice could either be front-fastening and end in an extended point, or it could have
a V-shaped opening in front filled with a stomacher. This was an inserted triangle of
material, lined with pasteboard or canvas and stiffened with lv halebonc busks (strips
of wood, ‘vhalebone or metal inserted into the casing), that bypassed the waist and
extended right down the skirt. The greatest wish of one fourteen-ycar-old girl in 1597,
the daughter of a gentleman from Lancashire calle(' Sta rk ie, was ro have a bodice `not of
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.ick Hall has a ver rich collection of
n ernbroidery, including a cushion
he Judgement of Solomon, recorded
: inventory as being in one of the
)f the Long Gallery. This detail shows
rated styles worn in the 158os at the
enri 111 of France, tnany features of
e incorporated into English court
man on the right wears a cartwheel

nense size, a heavily padded doublet,
lared French cloak,	 trunk
:-fitting canions and, on his feet,
antofles or ovcrshoes. His companion
etians (full breeches closed at the
t match his doublet, a rope of pearls
gant lace falling band.

wnaieoone tor mar is not stin enougn out ot norne, tor toar wiii now ir out ... tú Keep
my belly'. Sleeves were also distended, with wire and whalebone, and padded so that
they reached an enormous width. The same girl wanted `sleeves set out with wires for
stickes wil break, and are not stiffe enough'.34

The French farthingale that appeared in 158o gave the skirt a tub-shaped hang and
Chis in rurn vvas replaced at the end of the decade by the even more extreme shape of the
wheel farthingale (see 3o). This structure carried the skirt out at right angles from the
waist to a nvidth varying from 8 tú 4 8in before falling vertically to the ground. To avoid
the hard line made by the rim of the wheel farthingale the skirt was given a circular frill
or flounce, the pleats of which radiated out from the centre tú the edge of the rim. The
whole skirt was then rilted at thc waist so that thc hem was raised at the back and
lowered in the front. Wearing thc farthingale at this angle enabled the wearer to rest her
hands on the ledge-like surface of the flounce, a stance that the same fourreen-year-old
wanted to adopt, as she requested a Trench farthingale laid low before and high behind
and broad on either side so that I may laye mine arms on

Hair has now `curled, frisled and crisped, laid out (A world to see!) on wreathes and
borders from one eare to anorher ... underpropped with forks, wyers and I can not tel
yvhat'. 36 No longer neatly parted in the middle, hair was raised over a wired support
which gave it a dip in the centre with a nvidening at the temples. After about 1 590 it was
brushed up from thc forchcad into a bouffant style, still supported but wirhout the dip.
The Queen popularisecl the wearing of false hair when she lost her own after catching
smallpox in 1562. and had tú resort to an auhurn-coloured wig.

An insistente on wearing fashions that were `farro-fetched and cleare bought' 37 lecl the
upper-class Elizahethans to flit excitedly and indiscriminately from one exaggerated
forcign style to anothcr, adding to them a love of glittering surface decoration. The end
resuit, according to the satirist Thomas Nashe, writing in 1593, was a disastrous one
that left England as 'the Players stage of gorgeous attyre, the Ape of all Nations
superfluitiés, the continua] Masquer in outlandish habilements'." His use of the word
`masque' in connection with contemporary fashion is illuminating, suggesting that
fashionable dress resembled the exotic costumes that vvould be worn in a theatrical
masque and, as such, were quite unsuitable for normal everyday life. This element of
fantasy is characteristic not only of dress but of architecture, painting, sculpture and the
decorative arts, endowing them with the unselfconscious exuberante and vitality that
are their outstanding qualities.

In his play Midas, first performed in 1590 and published in 1592., John Lyly wrote:
`Fraffic and travel hath woven the nature of all nations into ours, and made this land
like arras, full of device, which was broadcloth, full of workmanship.' 39 It is an
interesting simile that suggests that increased trade with other countries, and travel
abroad, had enriched rather than diminished England. Philip Stubbes wrote more cen-
soriously in 1583: `But now there is such a confuse mingle mangle of apparell in Ailgna
[England) . . . that it is verie hard to know who is noble, who is worshipfull, who is a
gentleman and who is not.'"

The Tudors perceived that visitors equated lavish display at court with national
strength and power. For many it was more important tú have seen Queen Elizabeth than
tú have seen England, an attitude which underlines the success of the Tudor propaganda
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machine. One such was Baron Zdenek Waldstein of Moravia, who visited Englánd in
the summer of i600 and was granted an audience with the Queen at Greenwich Palace.
In his speech he explained he `had hoped and prayed for nothing so much' than that he
should `one day set foot in this glorious Kingdom of England, and that at the same time I
might come face to face into the presence of your Majesty' thus achieving 'the greatest
object of tny journey'." The figure of the Queen `glittering with the glory of majesty and
adorned with jewellry and precious gems', and those of her equally resplendent
courtiers had become a symbol of England's national unity and international success.

However, we know that Queen Elizabeth also enjoycd wearing the dress of other
countries. In 1577, Dr Thomas Wilson, ambassador for England in Flanders, told Don-
John of Austria that Elizabeth wore 'cliverse attires, Italian, Spanish and French, as
occasion served'" and that he would be sent a portrait of the Queen wearing Spanish
dress. Even the subsequent war against Spain clic! not cause Elizabeth to throw oLit the
Spanish gowns in her warcirobe, and many are recorded in the 1599 inventory (see
below)." Nor was there any interruption to the importation of Spanish leather from
Cordoba during the hostilities. lt was the finest quality leather in Europe and continued
to be used to make the most expensive gloves, boots and jerkins.

Queen Elizabeth also used dress to make polirical points and on one occasion she
attemptecl, in a very clandestine way, to obtain the services of a tailor who worked for
the French Queen Mother, Catherine de Medici. So William Cecil, Lord Burghley,
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z6 An extremely vare example of a I
dating from between i600 and 161o.
rich mulberry-coloured satin and lin
throughout, it is thought from its st)
to have been worn by a man, thougl-
links it with Rcss of Hardwick, who
Hardwick Hall in 1608 at the grand
This detail, the top of the sleeve and
shows that the wing was composed
of tahs, each edged with a strip of sa
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tions: 'The Queen would fain have a tailor that has skill to make her apparel hoth atter
the French and Italian manner and thinketh you might use some one as suiteth the
Queen [Catherine de Medici] without mentioning any manner of request in the Queen
Majesty's name ... as she does not want tu be beholden to her.' 44 Her ploy must have
succeeded for in 1 5 81, when her marriage negotiations with Catherine's son, the Duc
d'AlenÇon, were at their height, a full-length portrait of Queen Elizabeth was painted
for Catherine and displayed at the Valois court. 'The Jadies marvelled at the size of the
pearls on her dress and noted with satisfaction that she was attired all over á la
FranÇaise.'"

These royal clothes were ordered from the Great Wardrobe, a separate government
department. Ir maintained and stored the huge stock of costumes accumulated by the
crown and purchased and made up new outfits for the monarch and officers of the court
when ordered to do so. it had a separare budget and every year the accounts were
presented to the Exchequer and the Treasury by the Master of the Wardrobe. In 1599 an
inventory was made of the Great Wardrobe, showing that the Queen owned some 1,32.6
iteras, including robes that had belonged to her predecessors, Edward VI and Mary. The
staff of the Great Wardrobe included seamstresses, tailors and embroiderers working
full-time remaking and mending existing garments and keeping the stock clean and
aired. It took one man a whole day just to beat and air the Queen's muffs, for example.

To be noticed at Elizabeth's court it was certainly essential to he dressed in the height
of fashion — whether this meant being the 'ape of fashion' was irrelevant. Every aspiring
courtier knew that the Queen expected him to look immaculate and fashionable at all
times, so that if he was to make an impact much effort, imagination and money would
have to he spent on bis appearance. Even if one had to 'lie ten nights awake, carving the
fashion of a new doublet', then so be it."

When Arthur Throckmorton went ro court in 1583 a note at the end of his diary for
that year states that cloth of tinsel (an extremcly expensive material of silk or wool
interwoven with gold or silver thread) was purchased for a cypress silk suit, with silk
ribbon for a matching cloak, and a payment of £6 is was made for cightcen gold buttons
to decorare it. This was in addition to a new suit of tawny velvet decorated with tawny
satin and taffeta, matching silk stockings, a beaver hat, two dozen points, ruffs and
bands and the silvering of his rapier. He also bought liveries of purplc cloth with
crimson and yellow velvet guards for his band of rctainers and spent the considerable
sum of £1z un a jewel to present to the Queen."

On 8 November 1584 Arthur recordcd that he 'carne and dined at I lampton Court.
My sister was sworn of the Privy Chamber.' This was an event of great importance for
the family as his sister Elizabeth had been made a Maid of 1 lonour and so was admitted
to the Queen's inner circle. Unfortunately, by 1591 Elizabeth Throckmorton had fallen
in love with one of Queen Elizabeth's favourite courtiers, Sir Walter Raleigh. She
hecame pregnant and 00 19 November rhey were secretly married. On 2.9 March 1592.
Arthur wrote that 'my sister was delivered of a boy between z and 3 in the afternoon'
and that on 2.7 April she returned to Court as if nothing had happened," the baby having
been dispatched to relatives in Enfield in Middlesex. Failing to inform the Queen of
these events was tanta mou0t to treason, as those holding office at court had to seek her
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'ter Raleigh's choice of black and
rally embellished with pearls, for his
deliberare, as they were the colours
•en. Another possible allusion to thc
a he seen in the top left comer of
t, whcrc a damaged Latin mono
`by love and virtue' is accompanied
:nt moon, a reference to Elizabeth

goddess of the moon. Slung non-
>ver Raleigh's shouldcr is a bcautiful
et cloak lined with sable fur, its
ibroidered with sun rays worked in
ending in a pearl trefoil. He has
wear the alternative, and simpler,
ckwear to the ruff — a triple-layered
id of plain lawn.
mmist H,1588, Montacute)

permission before they could even contemplate marriage. Needless to say she soon
discovered the couple's guilty secret. Raleigh was sent to the Tower of London for five
weeks and was only released so that he could command a fleet sailing to the West Indies.
Elizabeth remained in the Tower until the end of the year.

Raleigh was a very good-looking man \vilo loved fine clothes and his dramatic taste in
dress can be gauged from a 1588 portrait (27). When this portrait was painted the
doublet had acquired its characteristic peascod shape, achieved by stiffening it with
pasteboard or whalebone busks, and was so heavily padded at the extended point of the
waist that it almost curled back on itself. Writing about these `monstrous' garments-
Stubbes observed that the padding is so dense that the wearers 'hardly eyther stoupe
downe, or decline themsclues to the grounde, soe styffe and sturdy they stand about
them'. 49 Sleeves are similarly padded, but, the swollen trunk hose worn by Leicester (see
21) in the previous decade has shrunk in shape and is cut finto pearl-decorated panes.

A comparison of the portrait of Sir Robert Carey, ist Earl of Monmouth, painted
c.1591 (28), with that of Sir \X'illiam Herbert (created Lord Powis in 162.9), painted in
1595 (29) reveals a gradual deflation in the male silhouette as the taut, tense line of
padded doublet and minimal trunk hose gave way to a more relaxed and romantic style.
Thomas Middleton wrote in thc preface to his play The Roaring Girl, 1611, written
with T. Dekker, that 'The fashion of play-making I can properly compare to nothing so
naturally, as the alteration in apparell: for in the time of the great-crop-doublet, your
huge bombasted plays, quilted with mighty wordes to lean purpose was only then in
fashion.'" The dramatic equivalent of the padded doublet was the verbose and long-
winded play of the period.

The companion portrait of Sir William's wife, Lady Eleanor Percy, daughter of the
8th Earl of Northumberland, also painted in 1595 (30), shows the development of female
fashion, and in particular of the farthingale. In Peter Erondell's French/English phrase
book The French Garden, 1605, there is an exchange between Lady Ri-Mellaine and her
maid while she is being dressed in the morning which gives an idea of the amount of time
involved in placing so many garments on the body, the intricate task of pinning and
tying them together, the arrangement of the lady's hair and accessories and the
application of cosmetics.

Her maid's first task was to warm her smock. When she had put it on it was covered
by the whalebone-stiffcned bodice of her petticoat, which was tightly laced in position,
to be followed by a petticoat skirt of `wroughte [embroidered] Crimson velvet with
silver fringe'. Her stockings were secured by garters and the rnaid then tied her Spanish
leather shoes — chosen because the lady wanted to go out for a walk. The next task was
to arrange the lady's hair, so a cloth was placed over her shoulders while the hair was
combed thoroughly. The maid was told to bring some jewels to decorate her hair and
some laces to bind it, and to sort out the head-dress — a French hood with a border of
rubios. She then used a piece of scarlet cloth to `scour' her face with paste of almond and
dricd it with a napkin. Once a carcenet (a heavy necklace resembling a collar) had been
arranged round her throat, and agate bracelets round her wrists, the tailor was ordered
to bring an `open gowne of white Sattin layed on with buttons of Pearle'.
. The next stage of dressing was the most tricky — the selection and fixing of neckwear.
After some deliberation Lady Ri-Mellaine chose a cutwork rebato (a shaped collar
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wired to stand up around the back of the head) which was carefully pinned to the bddice
at the appropriate angle. Her cuffs were secured with `small pinnes' from the pin-
cushion — without which the process of dressing would have been impossible. After the
farthingale and gown had been put finto position a girdie was placed around her waist
and a variety of useful items were attached to it. These included scissors, pincers, a knife
to open letters, a penknife, a bodkin, an ea rpicker and a seal. Other accessorics brought
to her were a comfit-box, a mask, a fan, a handkerchief, gloves and a rope of pearls. On
the completion of her dressing the maid was bidden to pick up her discarded
clothes and `put them in thc cushen cloth'."

This daily ritual was even more elaborate when applied to the Queen as each of her
Jadies in waiting had a specific task allotted to her. One of them, a Gentlewoman of the
Privy Chamber, had thc responsibility of keeping a Day Book in which she recorded all
items leaving the Wardrobe and listed any jewels worn by the Queen or sewn onto her
costumes that had been mislaid at the end of the day. Hence an entry for 15 78 which
reads: `Itero loste from her Majesties backe the xxxith of Marche at Grenewich from a
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obert Carey, later 1st Earl of
1, in an outfit that is a striking
n of the last stage of the peascod-
ublet, now so exaggerated that it turns
f, while the trunk hose has been

a pearl-studded roll. Like Raleigh
y obviously loved pearls and has,
, chosen to wear topes of them across
ike a sash, and there is beautiful pearl
y on his cloak.
chool, c.1591, Montacute)

far left) Sir William Herbert in a
doublet and hose decorated in a
attern of braid. In keeping with the
fortable style, he wcars his shirt
Jith its lace-trimmed collar lying on
lers.
1 English artist, 1595, Powis Castle)

left) Lady Elcanor Hcrbert is depicted
I farthingale under a red velvet
kirt. Her stomacher and matching
ve been embroidered in a pattern of
lowers, with the surface given extra
I a covcring of ruched gauze. This
ansparent material is framed by heavy
..:d hanging slccvcs that match the
cr elaborare ruff is composed of deep
af sheer lawn edged with gossamer-
nd hanging spanglcs that lie on top of
er in magnificent profusion.
.canor indicates her allegiance to the

wea ring a jewelled cross. Other
includes three elaborate pendants: one
her bodice, another fixed toa sleeve,
d worn in the hair. A long jewelled
:tached to eithcr side of the hodice,
i- and pearl-studded band encircles her
;he holds the latest accessory — a
n.
1 English artist, 1595, Powis Castle)
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Gowne of clothe of golde with roses and honysuckles one dyamounde oute of a Claspe
of golde.'52

When Thomas Platter saw Elizabeth I in 1599 he found she was `most lavishly attired
in a gown of pure white satin, gold-embroidered . . . in short she was most gorgeously
apparelled'» As we have seen, nothing has survived of her 'inestimable wardrobe', but
a portrait of the Queen at Hardwick Hall gives some idea of her appearance (31).

Opinion has always been divided as to whether her flamboyantly-patterned white
satin forepart and stomacher, with their extraordinary diversity of life-like motifs, were
actually embroidered or stained (ie painted), but it is now thought that the skirt was
embroidered and that it was Bess of Hardwick (by then Countess of Shrewsbury), who
masterminded the design, and possibly worked on it herself, intending it to be a
spectacular New Year's Day gift to the Queen." It is typical of the extravagant and
sometimes bizarre late-Elizabethan style of embroidery which mixed together all
manner of motifs taken from the natural world, whatever the discrepancies in scale. A
variety of flowers, including roses, irises and pansies, are interspersed with a lively
depiction of insects, animals and fish, amongst which are fearsome sea-monsters, a crab
and a whale spouting water (32.). Sources for these motifs could be found in illustrations
in natural history books, emblem books and herbals, the most famous of which was
John Gerard's Herbal or General History of Plants published in 1597. Flowers and
embroidery were apparently linked together in the Elizabethan mind, as suggested by a
passage in Gerard's dedication to Lord Burghley: `For if delight may provoke men's
labour, what grater delight is there than to behold the earth apparelled with plants, as
with a robe of imbrodered works, set with orient pearles and garnished with great
diversitie of rare and costly jewels.'55

On New Year's Day everyone in the Queen's household, from the noblest to the most
humble, was expected to give her a gift, in return for which they would receive money,
or its equivalent in plato. Jewellery was a popular choice of gift and in 1 5 8 4 they ranged
from Sir Christopher Hatton's spectacular `Attyre for the head containing vii peeces of
golde, iii of them being Crownes of golde emperyal garnished with smale dyamonds,
Rubyes, Perles and opalls on the one side and the other being Victoryes [allegorical
figures holding an. olive branch, probably made from enamelled gold and depicting
Victory] garnished with diamonds Rubyes perles and opalls', to Mr Newall's gift of a
tiny gold spade, set with mother of pearl and diamonds, that could be pinned unto a
ruff. 56 Embroidered sweetbags, filled with sweetmeats or money, were another popular
'and less expensive choice, and when embroidered with gold and silver thread, pearls
and spangles made extremely attractive accessories (see 37).

In The Parlement of Prattlers, 1593, there is a dialogue set in a goldsmith's shop
between the proprietor, Smith, and Jane, a customer. Jane asks Smith if he has cither
a pendant made of jet `alter the manner of France' or a topaz set in gold. Smith replies
that he has neither, but he can show her a `verie faire Turqouis'. After expressing her
approval of the stone Jane wants to know wherc it carne from and is surprised to learn
that it originated in far-off 'Quinzay [Cathay] the imperiall State among the Chinos'.
She then asks the goldsntith if he could create a ring similar to those sold in Venice, with
,a 'faire christall' under which is set a 'hule Scorpio of iron wagging his tail very arti-
ficially'. Smith replies, 'I have been in Italy and have seene many of the same making',
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portrait of Queen Elizabeth even her
gloves are encrusted with pearls —
virginity — and gold jcwels. Pearls of
•.es, arranged in different patterns,
the decoration. A massivc jewel,
on a red ribbon, has been pinned to

t comprises a spire or obelisk of six
, with a base of a large square
ind threc squarc diamonds, each with
pearl. There is also a female figure
either side of the spire.

was very proud of her long elegant
e draws attcntion to thcm by posi-
e hand on a pair of gem-encrusted

:ringed gloves, whilst the other holds a
ich feather fan ser in a sumpruous

studded with rubies. Gloves, often
were an essenrial article of finery and

us mark of rank for men and women.
Hilliard and Rowland Lockey, c.1599,
Hall)

il from the Queen's portrait (31)
pansy from the hem of her skirt.

in as love-in-idleness, heartsease and
,wer, che pansy (much smaller and less
n today's version), with its elegant
.de it a popular motif with the
century ernbroiderer. It was one of
s favourite flowers, frequently
on her clothes, together with the

cose representing the honour of virgins.

and he offers to fashion one for ten crowns." This hrief interchange is interesting as it
not only reveals how merchants would trade with the most distant areas of the known
world to procure luxury goods, but also underlines the ease with which ideas could be
transferred from one country to another.

Throughout the sixteenth century the craft of the goldsmith was one of the most
international. Their close involvement with the financial affairs of their clients (see
p. 48), the assurance of princely patronage and the circulation of published designs
meant that their work was never confined within the borders of a single country. They
also had access to extraordinary sources of raw materials. The gold and silver bullion
that flooded into the Hapsburg Empire from the Americas via Spain and Portugal was
then fashioned by craftsmen in its Central European territories in Nuremberg, Munich,
Frankfurt, Vienna and Antwerp into glittering jewels, studded with diamonds from
India, rubies from Burma, sapphires from Ceylon and emeralds from Colombia. Pearls,
those quintessential Elizabethan jewels, were grown in oyster fisheries on the Persian
Gulf and the Gulf of Manaar, off the north-east coast of Ceylon, to reach Europe via the
trading cities of Alexandria in Egypt and Madras in India."

Increased demand for goods that were `farre fetched and deare bought' meant that
merchants must be men of great resilience and determination, risking their money to
gamble on the sale arrival of goods over difficult land and sea routes. Whether they used
the sea passage to India round the Cape of Good Hope (discovered by Vasco da Gama in
1 4 98) or the overland route to the Far East through the Eastern Mediterranean and Asia,
the duration of such journeys and their inherent dangers meant that a high profit had to
be guaranteed when the goods finally reached their destination. From the twelfth
century raw silk and woven silk fabrics had been one of the most valuable imports from
China, but by the sixteenth century these were supplemented by silks, brocades and
damasks from the Middle and Near East. Italy was famous for its wide range of silks,
designed and woven in centres like Florence and Genoa, and these were exported
throughout Europe via the marketing cities of Venice, Leghorn and Genoa. London
mercers such as Sir Baptist Hicks (see p.8z), whose shop at the sign of the White Bear,
Cheapside, was frequented by all the luminaries of Elizabethan London society, made
his fortune by employing representatives in Italy. Negotiating directly with the suppliers
meant that Hicks was guaranteed a regular and secure supply of the very finest silks.

In 16ó6 Thomas Dekker the playwright, who was noted for his portrayal of daily life,
wrote that the clothes of a fashionable Englishman are Ilike] a traitors bodie that hath
beene hanged, drawne, and qua rtered, and is set up in seuerall places: his Codpiece is in
Denmarke, the collor of bis Dublet, and the belly in France: the wing and narrow sleeue
in Italy: the short waste hangs ouer a Dutch Botchers stall in Utrich: his huge sloppes
speaker Spanish; Polonia gives him the Bootes'." This description, though somewhat
exaggerated, reflects the eclectic style of Elizabethan dress, which borrowed fashions
from many countries. The fact that the English were famous, or rather notorious, for
their constant and restless desire for new fashions and their apparent inability to create
their own nacional style was a source of annoyance to some observers. But it also
ensured the conti n ing success and expansion of the London fashion trade, enabling the
customer to find an impressive display of materials and accessories that were `farre
fetched and deare bought'.
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• I"1-1E ASYMMETRY OF CROSS-
GENDER CLAIMS

1 he history of Western fashion is rnarked by a
proi,iund symholic tension arising from the desire, sometimes

overt though more often repressed, of one sex to emulare the

clothing and associated gender paraphernalia of the other. 1 Until

kvell finto the eighteentli century the habit ofcross-genderemulation

in dress ovas, i f ano t hing, somewhat more pronounced on the male

sil: in the privileged classes than un the female (Brenninkineyer

1963). (Tlw common people were for the most part excluded (ruin

fashion's orbit until the nineteenth centurv.) In general, however,

fashionable dress for huth sexes shared, as a perusal of books on

costume history makes plain, a great deal more (han would be trae

laten
Since the industrial revolution, at which Point males carne in-

creasingly tu fall under the visual constraints of a somber work

ethic, the tendency, of course, has been for masculine versus feini-

nine ambivalence in clothing tu reveal itself almost exclusive] y on

the female side as kkomen have opted periodically—and during

certain periods kvith great fervor—tu incorporate finto their per-

sonas insignia of male status and masculinit y. The catalogue of de-

vices by which this has hect] accomplished is almost without (lid; by

way of example, I offer only a casual listing Itere: top hats, bowler

I. The epigrapli os from l'aoletti and Kreglol> (1989, 39). Echoing a principal

theme of ibis ‘ 11.tpter, the anchor% at once ao.1(1, "(:ross dressing or equivalen(
gender•bending bellavior among young males won no similar endOrtiellle110,."
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hats, fedoras, sailor hats, Basque berets, ordinary men's shirts,

button-down oxford shirts, T-shirts, necktics, how des, ascots, crew

swcaters, black leather motorcyclist jackets (sometimes studded),

waistcoats, plus fours, heavy rough twceds, severo tailoring, pad-

ded and exaggerated shoulders, military jackets and insignia,

boys' haircuts (including short, bohhcd, and unruly hair), bald

scalp, no makeup, tattooing, underemphasized hreasts, jodhpurs,

bermuda shorts, riding crops, men's kvalking sticks, tightly rolled

men's black umbrellas, jumpsuits, men's footwcar (including bas-

ketball shoes, wing-tips, and opera pumps), suspenders, and, fi-

nally, the quintessential malo garment, trousers—he they slacks,

jeans, or part of a three -piece suit.=

Since the carly nineteenth century, men for their part have

flirted only sporadically, and the]) rather timorously, \vith the pos-

sibility of adopting clothing or other gender-specific iteras in any

way suggestive of femininity. The so-called pcacock revolut ion of
the early 1970s, which for a short time parallcled, though on a

much smaller scale, the t ruly radical alterations in women's dress
(e.g., pants, braless hlouse wear, short hair, jeans) amounted to

little more than a tu rning to brighter colors, a receptiveness tol)at-
temed apparel and softcr fahrics worn more loosely on thc body

and, generally, a slightly greatcr informality in business and aftcr-

hours dress. Within a decide, however, even there modest depar-

tures from convencional at tire \verelargely abandoned hy in iddle-

and upper-class men as the dark-hued three-piece business suit
again asserted its symholic dominance ni thc male's wardrobe. An

attempt by a repute(' enb. int terrible of Frene', contuve, ¡can-Patil

Gaultier, to introduce sarongs and pants-shirts (opon - legged trou-

sers with a skirt panel in from) in his fall 1984 men's collection

was greeted with reacdons ranging from indifference, at hest, to

2. It I, r•vealing that wherea, most Ítems of mal . :1Ctift• adopted by women have

brea viewed with indulgente or amusement .1f ter their i milite shock value 11,1, \vont
off, the same eannot be s.lid of trous•rs. George Salid was astracli • d for wearing

thern in mid-nineteenth century Park, as was Marlene Dietrich in "palite eircles -

almost a centur y laten Even amare t•lling, perhaps, i, that following their mas,
adoption by .vom•n in the wake al the women's mov•ment al the late 1961b, int•
mermas fashionable hotels, restaurants, and ather public accommodations barred

entrance to women wearing thein.
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outright ridicule (Duka 1984). Interestingly, even as he introduced
them, Gaultier, by way of assuring interested buyers (of whom ap-
parently there Ivere nono) he was not out to feminize men, is

quoted as stating, "I'm not saying men and women should look

alike. it won't he like the Sixties, when- the): liad the sanee haircut

and everything. They'll sharc the sanee wardrohe, but thev'll \vea r

it differently. Men will stay masculine and women feminine"
(Brantley 1984b).3

That the very idea of men's "fashions" smacks of insinuations

of femininity and/or homosexuality is arreste(' to by the skittish
reception accorded the first men's boutiques—they 'ere so

named—opened in Paris by Pierre Cardin in the late 1950s. Ac-

cording to a prominent American designer 1 imerviewed, it was
facetiously remarked at the time that the men's clothes sold diere
"Iooked like thc sort Marlene Dictrich would wear. His boutiques
turned out to he a lot more popular with chic women than with
men."

A NOTE ON ANDROGYNOUS
ESS

An intriguing vetinement of fashion's historie propensity to exploit
the masculino versus feminine instability in gender identity is the
periodie resort to androgyny as a way of addressing the problema
Over the past century and a hall ., though more oven] y in the
period since the First World War, androgynously toned fashions
have from time to time held sway, having reached their zen ith in
the unisex stylings popular from the late 1960s to miel-1970s
(Goudiener 1977). (Some unisex shops absolutely refused to
make anv gender distinction in the clothes hanging from their
racks.) A similar Hurry, this tinte aetually spoken of in the fashion

k hut ane of a vast das, of such ,tatements 1 ekelvhere termo "fashion',
rhetarical coikolatialk s - i.•., statements, ustially from d•signer, and the fashion
press, that deny ay minimiz• the Identity thwat pa,ed by a new fashion. Their airn,
al ioursc, is h)rea,sure pateada' bu yers that their mast preferred image, of selt will
¡II 110 s itnitüant way be compromised by tvearing the new fashion. Titus the world
oÍ fashion	 Oli• and the san• (une iclel)rmes ami U1'11.11113:1 lile MIS (O echich it
OWC, its Very
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press as androgynous, occurred in the early to mid-1980s, mostl y,

however, by way of "punk" intluences from the strcets rather than

from expl icitl y ideological gender concerns as such.

Strictly speaking, tate androgyny would involve a melding or

muting of gender-specilic items of apparcl and appcarance so thor-

ough as to obliterate anything heyond a hiological "reading" of a

person's sex (c.g., presence or absence of facial hair, a hosom, a

narrowed waist in relation to hip size). In other ∎vords, apart from

such visible biological characteristics, the clothing and other cos-

t Luning borne by the person would have "nothing to say •  on the

matrer of gender or sexual role. Clearly, so-called androgynous

fashions in the West have never, as Paoletti and Kidwell (1989,

160) emphasize, attained so radical a condition; flo r can we as-

sume it was ever thc inn.mt of 'heir creators for them to do so. Thc
symbolic aire ot these fashions is to dramatize cross-gender ten-

sions, non resol ye them.
I)espite the by no means trivial significance of androgynous

symbols for how men and nvomen will respond to each other, two

feat tires in particular bebe the authenticity of any full-blown dcc-

laration of androgyny. 4 First, as with the masculina versus femi-

nine identity tension gcnerally, the items in•ant to represent

androgyny are, in terms of their gender-associated origins and al-
lusions, located much more often no the mide sirle of the gender

division than cm the temale. Short hair, toned-down makeup,

trousers, men's suit and shirt stylings, des, and suspenders are the

devices designers have classically resorted to when wishing to regi-
ster androgynous as opposed to gender-specific meanings for

mllen. By cont rast, thc only putatively androgynous insignia in

recent times that have to any significant extent been adopted by

meo were the longer hair stylings, hand purses, and beaded ethnic

necklaces and bracelets of the now largely abandonad hippie-

inspired unisex stylings uf the late 1960% and early 1970s. I he re-

cent vague for earring wear among teenage hoys and some young

ad oh males may, perhaps, point symbolically to some futuro blur-

ring of gender linos. As of this writing, however, the style is still

very fa r from heing incorporated int() the sartorial mainstream. Its

4. Steck (195 S '•;, for CX:1111111C,111.111III.1111•111,1t androgvnous t011ilIC n have tradi-
tionallv heen employed in iashion to height-en, non to tlesexualize, the erotie allure
of woin•n •s clothing.

confinement within the teenage suhculturc and certain "fringe"

groups, most notably gays and rock musicians, while non without

cultural significance, attests to the continuing strong male gender
harrier toward all paraphcrnalia • vocative of femininity.

Thc essentially asymmetrical wcighting of androgynous fash-

ion ciarais is further apparent when on closer inspection it is rec-

ognized that such claims almost always honor pr•- and carly

adolescent boyishness rather than anything approximating a trul y

asexual or hermaphroditic state.' Again orle secs tvpically the

same array of masculine items, although this time favoring the

symbolicall y preadult age grades: the slightly touslcd boyish hair-

cuts, snap brin caes, Eton jackets, button-down shirts, loose-
fitting \k'001 slacks, striped school des, wide suspenders, etc. Sma I I
wonder then that feminists, rather than viewing current an-

drogynous styles as symbols of sexual equality, regard them sus-

piciously as but another subtle sexist device for nuning the

egalitarian demands emanating from the women's movenient. Un-

der the symbolic prerense of deemphasizing gender distinctions,

the boyish androgynous look, it is alleged, serves at one and the

same time to appeal to latera homoerotic impulses in men and to

assuage fears over a loss of power to women. It is as if the an-

drogynous look whispered: "-hese women dressed like men are
really non that at al!. They're more like immature boys."6

DRF.SS, GENDER, AND
MODERN HIS•ORY

Wh y the cross-sex traffic in the opposite sex's insignia has been so
decidedly on•-sided sirve the early nineteenth century, and whv
prior to that it ovas more nearly equal, base proved intriguing

questions for costume historians, tenunist schulars, and fashion

S. Stni la r punir. a re 'nade hy Hollander ( I 955) although, rather than on gender
1,st:es, she places gremer emphases un the preptibeseent, mitre purel y eriDtil:
iniCiit% 1 ,1.1(. 5 ed hv 51)111e analy St, to adhere ti) androgynr. Sha also elauns there ha.
ocre the post tew dei:ades beca, espeelally in the publie inc lklia world of entertainment
lelebritit•, a good deal more—moreover, culturally signitieant—horroaving ot
(enhile tires, and adornment symbols by males dant I have allowed for here.

6. .1 he sante !Nonti is 'nade ha Bordo 19911'). Sce her inNighttul essay for an ex-
tended di.cussion ot the role of the "lean and slentler" androgyttotts look in ion-
tour vi-my }tender polities.

1)5

7,';1~~1:1r~....'"'"'n9~1~91F1-~=~>"7".
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theorists. lndeed, costume historians (Layer 1937) have argucd

that in fashionable circles prior to the nineteenth century gender

distinctions in dress 'ere not nearly as strongly marked as they

have become since. In the eighteenth century, hoth men and

women of the aristocracy, and of the upper Bourgeoisie who emu-

lated it, were equally pardal to acople displays of lace, rich velvets,

fine silks, and embroideries, to highly ornamented footwear, to

coiffures, wigs, and hats of rococo embellishment, and to lavish

use of scented powders, rones, and other cosmetics (Los Angeles
County N-luseum of Art 1983). In short, the male vas as colorfully

pl u ined as the (enhile and, as in the avían kingdom, often more so.

Scholars (Bell 1947; Brenninkmeyer 1963; Konig 1973) differ

somewhat in their analyses of svhat it \vas that brought about so

sharp a divergence in thc ways men and women dressed alter the

eighteenth century. But all concur that it was tied in some funda-

mental	 to the decline of European aristocracy and the corre-

sponding ascendancy of the bourgeoisie, a movement that, though

much aceelerated by the French Revolution, was wellunderway be-

fore 1789. Protestant-oriented values of hard work, sobrietv, fru-

gality, and personal economic advancement figured prominently,

of coursc, in the structural transforniation of European society

(Weber 1947). Perhaps it was essentially the delire of the bour-

geoisie to reflect diese moral attitudes in •hat they wore that ac-

counted for men and women coming to dress so distinctively. For

then, as oven now tu a lesser extent, the sexes did not have equal

access to work bench, markeiplace, and office. If nothingelse, preg-
nancy, child rearing, and an unending round <4 household chores

saw to that. And with such parallel deVC1011111VIIIS as the industrial

revolution and a more democratic polity, both of which served tu

highlight the Protestant work ethic, it fell to the adult middle-(lass

malo tu s•rve as the visible embodiment of the ethos animating the

great social transformation then taking place. Accordingly, men 's
dress became the primary visual medium for intoning the rejection

of "corrupt aristocratic (Jahns to clegance, opulence, leisure, and

amatory adventure that had been so elaboratel y enco ged hito pre-

nineteenth century dress. - 1 . 11rough fashion, m•ans viere unid to.

The elegant corruptions signaled by pro-nitteleenth centtiry
ire,1 are porirayed with great visual ilair and vensimilitude In tuvo film, from the
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signal man's symbolic adherence to the :insten: values of the new

age. Men's dress became more simple, coarse, unchangeable, and

somier, sartorial tendencies that in many respects survive to the
present. Not that women's dress rernained unaffected bv diese

structural changes in European society—e.g., gowns and odien

outcr apparel hecarne more modest and less opulent, coiffures less
edificelike, the use of cosmetics less blatant—but the alterations
viere not nearly so radical, prohably because wornan's social role
had not changed tu the same extent as had man's. Bell (1947, 9?-
93) summarizes diese developments thus:

The differentiatimi hetwecn thc dress of men and that of women
which begins through a variation in development throughout the
eighteenth century' and culminates in the schism of the nineteenth
century- arises from the fact that the exhibition of wealth in men no

longer depended upon a demonstrat ion of ¡utility; chis chango s as
ntadc possible by thc emergence 01 a wealthy manufacturing class.
On the other hand, the %minen of chis class, having no employment
and being ent rime(' with the business of vicanious consumption, con-
tinuo.' to iollow the sartorial laws already in existence.

15y the tinte of Victoria's ascension in 1837, olear and well-
bounded gender distinctions liad peen esta blished for men's and
women's dress. Analogous in cenan] respects tu the dichotomy
Bernstein (1964) posits for working- and middl • -class language
use in contemporary Britain, it was as if men liad come to be con-
signed a highly r •stricted dress code, whereas women were permit-
t • d tu retan] much of the elabora h .,' code that liad evolvcd for
them over prior centuries. The restricted character of men's dress

code derive(' principally, as 1 have noted, 'ruin the overweening

centrality accorded work, career, and occupational success for

mak identity; su lunch so Iba( for mane decades to come, espe-

ially in the middle classes, clothing was almost unavailable as a
visual means for men to •xpress other cides uf their personalities.

As is often the case when some few ends are pursued single-

mindedly to the near exclusion of all else, the code's symbolic in-

tegrity (with its unrelieved •mphasis onmattcrs uf work and

l ate 19 110s, 1>angel(ms Liaisous and 1;1191,,nt, both ba.ed g in an etghteenth-century
novel by (: p oderlos de I «¡lelos, Les 1,1,11)(ms 1),Ingrreir)es.
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hood) was easily thrcatened by anything other than the most

incidental allusion to nonvocational facets of self. Hence, men be-

carne sensitivo and squeamish over incorporating lato their ward-

robes any itero of clothing remotely suggcstive of femininity,

passivity, or indolence. This same single-mindedness prohahly

also accounts for the glaring absence since the nineteenth century

of humor in adult mate dress, a quality women's dress managed to

retain and on occasion to cultivate anew. 8 Witness in this connec-

tion the now-famous witty asidos of Chanel (cheap costume

jewclry with severely tailored suits) and Schiaparelli (hats shaped

like shocs) from their couture of the 1920s and 1930s. More re-

centiv, obvious parody and playfulness are to be found in the

women's clothing of, arnong others, such designers as Jean-Paul

Gaultier, Franco Moschino, the late Perry Ellis, and the firm of Es-

prit.
The di fferential cvolution of male and female dress in the mod-

em era is not, as mane think, the result of historical accident vvith

cae!) dress foral going its own way, as it w.ere, once its basic pattern

is set do • n. (fin the contra ry, the restricted code of post-eighteenth
century men's dress and the elaborated code of women's are of a

piece; together thcy comprise a cohercnt sign system, which seeks

to ratify andlegitimate at the deepest, most taken-for-granted lev-

els of everyday life the eulturally endorsed gender division of labor

in socicty. Tifus, in so steadfastly narrowing its symbolic alle-

giance tu valucs of work and carecr, conventional middle-class malo

dress signals its privileged acccss to the source of economic and
political powcr in industrial and postindtistrial society, namely,

occupational success and the ineome and prestige deriving diere-

from. That lunch more than "mere appearances" are involved in

clothing's gender signalings is a point nicely made nu an amusing

incident cite(' by thc Langs (1961, 473. quoting l'ining 1937,

187):

8. Excepoon num be inade ¡en the ritualized and special Cerellbmi.110CCitsuffis

on vchich men are permitted to do "funny thing.." with their appearance and

clothing: H.tllowecn, traternity rushings and hazings, hallpark displays of team

Ioyaltc, holida n parades, etc. Rin these are symbolically well segregated trom the

%chotis, work-onented activity oí ever • day lite in which business suits and other

"no-nonsense" clothes are expected to prevail.
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An officer of the Federal Reserve Bank, asked what was adequate
conipensation for wearing his wife's llar to the office some morning,
tirst answered, "Fi fty thousand dollars." Then, after thinking it over
for a moment, he said, "it would have to be as nuich as he could ex-
pect tu earn the rest of his life, since afterward he could never expect
to hold a position of financial responsibility again; and in the end he
concluded that no price would be enough for the Ioss of prestige en-
tailed."

But dress encodings (via sight, smcll, and touch) are, ve know,
more subtle than to remain fixed on some crudo, unrelieved decla-

ration of male gender dontinance, leaving matters at that. A con-

comitant systemic feature of the interplay of men's restricted dress

code and women's elaborated code in the modem era is that hile•
the expressive rango of the former is greatty circurnscrihed, that of

thc latter sustains and, through fashion, builds upon a rich sym-
bolle repertoire. As Bell (1947) and others hefore him (Simmel

1904; Veblen 1899) observed, with the risc of the urban bourgeois

family a man's wifc and daughters, themselves usually lacking t i t le
and other primary bases for high social status—they did not huid

"important positions" in the world, they werc discouraged from

participating in politics and government—ca me through their
clothing, interior decorating, and (alter consumer activities to
ser •e as the expressive vehicle for announcing the status claims of
the family and of its male breadwinner in particular.

The expressive constriction encoded un the male sido, there-
fore, was well compensated for by thc license granted \s •ornen to
decorously and arthdly proclaim sume credihie status rank for the

family. Womcn con hl the!) pernil their dress considerably more

symbolie seope and play, which the novehies and ambiguities of
fashion 'ere always near at hand to cater tu. At the sane time,
women, !Living to manipulate a more complex code, could more

easily (through mismatches, exaggerations, neglect or obsessivc

preoccupation with detall, etc.) "make mistakes" and be thought

gaucho, fussy, dowdy, vulgar, or whatever, as the rcigning canon,

of taste at the tinte may have ruled. (Therc was, and remains, a

good deal less mipportunity for men to "make mistakes" in dress.)
But parado x ically, a woman's mistakes in dress could he socially

set asirle more easily, just as, on the other sido of the coin, her sar-
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torial vi rtuosity could more quickly he discountcd. For in the end,

all knew that her wardrobe, however well or poorly it succecded in

impressing others, was but an indirect reflection of status, not the

primary claim to it, which in the middle-class scheme of things re-

sided finally in the man's occupational status and, in that connec-

tion usually, the wealth possessed by the faniily.
Greater expressive scope, more freedom to improvise, and,

ironically, a corresponding widening of the social margin for per-

formance error have, then, framed woman's dress code much

more than they have man's. That is why the wife of the federal

l'ank officer quoted aboye could probably much more easily wear

his hat in ['l'hile than he could hers. It is probably also why since

the eighteenth cent u ry the cross-gender traffic in clothing has beca

so heavily one-sided, from men to women rather than the reverse.

A plaything for the une could prove symbolic suicide for the odien

LIMITS OF CROSS GENDER
CLOTHING CLAIMS AND
DECEPTIONS

Notwithstanding fashion's frequent cncouragetuent to women to

borrow items and modes of men's dress, the nornis of Western so-

ciety demand	 gender ident it y be grounded finally in some irre-

ducible claim that is clearly either male or female, not both or
some indeterminate middling state. To forestal' discrediting insin-

uations of "buteh lesbinnism" or "gay transvestism," Western
dress codes operate tu blunt any too hlatant appropriation of the

opposite gender's identit y." It is characteristic, therefore, for cross-

gender chnhing signals, even the more comino') and variegated

women's borrowings from men, to he accompanied by some sym-
bolic qualilication, contradiction, ji pe, irony, cxaggeration, etc.,

that in effect advises the viewer not tu take the cross-gender repre-

sentation at face value. A striking case in point is the 1970s "Annie

Ilall look" with its comic undercutting of claims lo masculinity

9. Exhihitionisti,	 y te.tive cross-dreysing, popular in some dantlestin • eir-

eles, break:hes this dt, ide,of 4..our.e (.ee Poinerant/ 1 99 1	 publie	 to

view the praetik.e as tleriant or perverse, however, .ittests to) the o:m][1moms norma,

tive toree for mistainitig m 'ene irreJucihle gender distinguishing repre,entations in A searf he./(11,dnd ,u,t.uns gender	 1)'ug Menue.:1 Rein), laxe. 	 nirt•sy
of Smal , L Ildirken
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A 1991 sersion of the 1970s Annie I dl 10,:k. (:(nutes •	s, Inc.

through a grossoversizingof the men'sclothes worn hy the female.

There is also the boyish accenting of the androgynous look, noted

aboye, meant tu mitigan: for ...ornen a too radical departu re from

accepted gender identifications. Innumerable othcr examples,

hoth visual and testimonial, frota the most subt le to the most bla-

tant, can be cited.") Those that follow are cho'en at random and

follow no particular logic:

10. Tod • 's women's tashions are littered with Chis surf oí gender ambiguit•

and ambtvalt: nce. The prot :mon of such signs speaks simultaneously, 1 would sug-
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Included in the Nletropolitan Museum of Ares 1983 exhibition hon-
oring the work of Yves St. Laurent are mannequins wearing men's
formal, black-tic evening wcar. One mannequin wears a frilly lace
blouse heneath hcr tuxedo jacket; another displays a scandalous
transparent chiffon blouse. (Dionne 1983)

"The basic sources of inspiration for (the designer] Unaro are mili-
tary uniforms and the elaborate garb of thc 18th century dandy. But
these styles are so transinuted by ruffles and combinations of lux-
urious fabrics that they become the epitome of ultraferninine dress.
Ruffles decorate the shoulders, hips and, especially, thc hentline,
where they audaciously frame the legs." (N1orris 1987h)

"Even when she is still a bit hard-cdged, as at Thierry N1ugler and
Claude Montana (the only two designcrs who have shown so far who
still stress strong shoulders in otherwise excellent collections), the
New Girl is soft, too. At Muglcr, she even wears floral chi ffon blouses
;111(1 dramat ic body-baring pastel nightgowns criss-crosscd with
straps to accentUate the bode." (Gross 1986b)

In a similar vein, an established Los Angeles designer 1 interviewed
spuke of hcr growing distaste for the "(M' •, feminine things for
which 1'm known" and of hcr delire to be "more realistic and mini-
malist in the clothes 1 design. . . . I get a little nauseous with all these
isions of women in wilting lace things." But later in the interview,

reflecting on what she had raid earlier, she remarked laughingly, "1'm
sute there's still a little frou-frou len in me. I mean, lunv C311 you re-

sist a roffle once in a while?"

The renowned Italian designer Giorgio Arman: is known to he par-
ticularly partial tu %Luning his women's fashions toward masculinity.
Referring tu bis N1ilan showing of fall 1984, a reponer writes, "This
racy collection is tempere(' by a snappy serse of paradox. As Armani
says, '1 tIon't Irke unqualified femininity, there needs to be something
tu balance ft.' In that spirit, he throws a man-style navy blaíer over
silk shorts, luir, a cropped midriff•flashing blouson pullover with
pinstriped Lintel slacks, cuts jackets that are straight in front with

omanly curses in back." (W magazine 1984)

gest, to a certain iollective contrition frlt hy inany oren over the historie assignment
women ro subordinan.• social roles and, at another leve!, men', iear that gender

roles in o be altered too drastically, roo soon.

/2,9
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• A fashion trademark of the American designer Ralph Lauren is the
feminizing of the men's t •eed hacking jackets he designs for women
by showing thein (vorn over ruftle-collared or lace embroidered
blouscs.

it is ‘vorth noting in Chis connection that through a structured

parallelism of spatial and semantic metaphors the oppositions of

over-under, inner-outcr, and top-bottom often come to serve as

formats for encoding the identity ambivalences, contradictions,

and a ni higo it ies one wishes to convey concerning one's gender (or,

for that matter, one's age, social status, or sexuality as well)

(Hollander 1980). lo addition to severa' such examples given

aboye, there is the fctching if overemphatic one offered by Lurio

(1981, 245) in her discussion of the topic:

The women in the sensible gray wool suit and the frilly pink hlouse is
a serious hará-working mouse with a frivolous and feminine sutil. lf,
(in the other hand, she wears a curvy pink silk dressmaker suit over a
plain mouse-gray sweater, we suspect her of being privatcly preoc-
cupied or depressed no matter how charming and social her manner.

"DRESS FOR SUCCESS" OR
"DRESS FOR SEX"

As suggested earlier, the arca of social lile that has in recent years

beca extraordinarily productive of gender ambivalences in dress is

that of women entering the labor force, particularly as it pertains

to women pursuing careers in business and the professions. The

identity dialectic that is triggered here and animares the ambiva-

lence derives ultimately, of (morse, from the historie division of

sexual roles in the culture of the West. 	 • ithout belaboring the

point, Chis, as any child soon comes to know, essentially equates

maleness with occupation, breadwinning, authority, and the cx-
ercise of instrumental capacities, and femaleness with sexual al-

Jure, domesticity, child rearing, subordinate status, and expressive

display. And it is hccausc diese heavily gender-driver at t ribti es are

so effectively, though subtly, inscribe(' in the vestmental codos

the VVest that special problems are poned, equally for the social or-

(lcr as for women w ho seck acceptance, equality, and authorit y in

formerly all-malo or nearly	 preserves.

The polarities of over/arder,	 trgh:	 inetarhors for 11'11[1(1 .1I111 , 1 .11e111.C.
" :Inir tes). uf l,reeds. ilIC.
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"Y (m'Ir how,- nous ihielr. Why don', you takr off your shouldrri?"

Dr.:wing by hI. Shrens: 1990 The Newl orker AL/g.:zinc, Inc.

In practical tcrms the identity issue such \sumen must negotiate-

it is one all women, and men, will have to negotiate if gender roles

are tilt mately to be redefined—is that of deemphasizing the more

purely feminine, eroticized, and domesticated, componente of

t heir dress without at the same time inviting the social losses likely

to result from a too thorough divestment oí feminized attire (e.g.,

wearing pants in lieu of a skirt or dress; abandoning maketp, car-

rings, bracelets, etc.; allowing visible facial, underarm, or kg

hair).
Theoreticallv therc is no need for women in business and the

professions to opt for masculino dress insignia. They could con-

ceivably more in a unisex direction that is avowcdly neithcr mas-

culino nor feminine (consider surgical gowns). Howcvcr, the

cultural I inkage of "malo = work, carcer, skill mastery, authority"

is so formidable, it is not at all surprising that this is the symbolic

trajcctory the identity negotiation assumes. This, of course, is

what underlies rheivomen's "dress km-success" ()Mit of the 1970s

advocated by John Nlolloy ( I 977) and innumerable othcr sartorial

consultants: darle-hued, comparatively severo, atan-styled jacket

and straight, lowercd-hemline skirt accompanicd by at taché case; A typical "I)ress for SI	 1:11,(11/ 1' ie. l'a. 1990. COM	 of Ttibe,ts
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in all, a figure suggesting masculinity but leavened by such feminine

touches as silk blouses, soft how tics, earrings, clutch handbags,
manicured nails, and Chanel-style link necklaces and beIrs. As

Kennedy Fraser (1981, 228) was to describe the gender ambiva-

lence underlying the woman's dress-for-success scheme:

If one had to sum up the current vision of executive womanhood—it
is a simplification, because designers have widely differing interpreta-
tions of the therne—one would have to begin with a fairly strictly
tailored suit. This prototypical tailored suit has a straightish skirt,
with a hemline ending around the knees. The jacket has shoutders
that are often padded or othcrwise enlarged. But, as if pulling hack
from any austerity or masculinity inherent in chis silhouette, de-

signers add to it exaggeratedly feminine accessories: frivolous and
impractical hits; shocs with recklessly high. thin heels; and unusual

gloves.

Clearly, thc professional woman's sartorial compromise, if it

can be spoken of as such, is one that, because of the sharply di-
chotomous gender typing, not only retains numerous identity in-

stabilities hut also gives risc to new ones. On thc one hand, t te fea r
of negating femininity is so pronounced that vestmental meares,

both subtle and blatant, are constantly being sought to reassure

career women and their alters that no serious gender defection has

occurred. A fashion note in a metropolitan daily gives volee to a

typical sentiment:

For Lore Caulfield la Los Angeles designer of lingeriel there's no con-
tradiction in making lingerie and being a feminist 	  lany

women—especially those who must dress for success—wear sexy un-

derwear as an antidote to their career clothes, she says. "This is
additional proof that women are really developing themselves and ex-
pressing their own sexuality," she explains. (Abrams 1983)

Along the sanee I ines, a Los Angeles designcr 1 interviewed spoke

of how achni ring the "lady judges" and women executives who
bought bis expensive two-piece dress suits were of the "feminine

touches" he managed to work finto bis designs. He attributed this

to their wish to soften the atistcre presence associated with their

work roles.
On thc other hand, turther complications and ambiguities are

introduced should career women move roo far—what is "100 far"
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is likely to vary with the occupation and its work sise—toward

"softening" (i.e., feminizing) conventionally accepted dress-for-

success presentations." The maddeningly contradictory conse-

quences that can ensue from a reversion to femininity in the work-
place are nicely muelle(' on in this excerpt from a Neto York Times
life-style coltnnn on wornen's hair length:

Psychologists say that in the work place, longer hair sends a message
to management.

"Longer hair," Professor Waters raid, "can signa! the men to not
he nervous boys, we're not after your jobs, even though the women
may indeed he after their jobs. It's a message of femininity and
softness—not weakness, mind you. It's a way of pacifying the en-
emy."

But Professor Jackson noted a possible douhlc bind. "A women
who is Iess of a threat may be perceived as less of a competitor, which
could hinder her ascent up the corporate ladder," she explained.
"Yct, if she is seen as less of a airear, men mas' he inclined not to
hinder her ascent." (Slade 1987)

lssues of "professionally correct" 	 hair length aside, many
career women themselves, most especially, perhaps, feminists,
come in time to Il.ti1 at a dress style that reduces individuality to a

stereotypic formula. Of course, mounting a revolt beca use of this

is made casier once the person feels secure cnough in her prof•s-
sion, as was the case with the ex-stockbroker author of the follow-
ing extraer:

1.ater I gol a job trading currency options. It was an important posi-
non. I started playmg around with large sums of money. Suddenly I
realized something about those lboardroom-stylel suits. I haced
them, 1 sun do.

They are uncomfortable. They are ugly. The how Ejes make you

I. In general, protessions with a str(mg tradition of decorum who se practi-
tioners are subject to high public exposure 	 lace, banking, and finalice) are
likel to be les, tolerant	 deviations, feminiz•d or otherwise, from accepted gen-
der t.onproloises 111 dress 111.111 are prt)fessit tus less bound, either through circum-
stance or tradition, by these expectat 	 (•.g., the arts and academia). ‘Vom•n in
medicine and cermet' nf the en lianeering protessions constante an interesting inter-
mediate case. Work -site uniforms like lab coats, stocks, and surgiese) pnvns
to 1:11{:011r.lgr a degree 01 liberalit y in the choice of whatever other clothes are w()rn
to work.
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look gift-wrapped. They are designed to hide your figure, as though
your figure has anything to do with your brains, competente or pro-

ductivity.
So when 1 gor to he a trailer I rebelled.lf 1 was capable of manag-

ing millions of dollars,lreasoned, 1 was capable of doing it in

whatever clothes1felt ! post comfortable in. (Goldstone 1987)

1t is, of course, exactly the suppressed feelings of dress discom-

fort and (listaste such as Goldstone harbored to ‘vhich fashion de-

signers seek to appeal and givc symbolic expression in their

designs. But doing so activares yct another source of Identity in-
stability for women secking via dress to effect gender redefinitions

for themselves in the workplace. For, as 1 have pointed out,

clothing fashions in thc modem world have been preponderantl

wmnen's fashions. Ti> the extent that modem woman's gender so-

cialization has made her highly receptive to the manipulations of

self-image fostered by fashion, she can in like measure he only

weakl y attached to the stereotypic gender T'ah tications and cross-

sex 	 ries struck by dress-for-success and like assemblages.

Even as they mute with fingernail polis!) and silk how tics svhat a

good many men still view as strident symbolic claims to an equal

place in the vocational sun, such ensambles gravitate toward a

stasis of gender representat ion at variante with thc very impulse of

fashion. For it is of the cssence of fashion to rankle at the fixed and

settled, no master how worthy the symbolic purposes served by

the dress of the day. Bruhach (1990b) gives vent to the disenchant
mena awaiting those too long wedded to the tried and trae in dress:

And for the rest of us the fashion-free world that seemed so promis-
ing lineen years agu is gening to be a hule mnotonous, with the
people who outfit themselves in "classic - clothes—the modernist

uni forro, which, having never been in fashion, will never be ou t of

ir —beginning to look like walltlowers and spoilsports, standing aloof

from the times, refusing to participare.

The dilemma, therefore, is that to subject the dress-for-success

posture (whatever version of it is favored!) to the play of fashion is

to taniper with, and perhaps scriously compromise, the symbolic

pu Tose at its core. This is to convey the impression that, beca use

they now dress more like their male counterparts, W011111 are in

fact men's equal Ivhen it comes to such valued on-the-job at-
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tributes as ambition, determination, skill mastery, levellicaded-

ness, etc. (recall Goldstone's quoted cornments). A saliera pare of

this message is the tacit disavowal of the fickleness and capricious-

ness oteen associated with fashion, which, in turn, is seco as falling
so exclusively to women.

The other hora of thc dress-for-success dilemma constrains

women to switch to Western men's restricted dress code as they
abandon in la rge pan their elaborated dress code, which they have

lived with for centuries and many, including prominent feminists

(see \Vilson 1985), clairn to enjoy. This entails sacrificing the many
possihilities for symbolic elaboration, innovation, and improvisa-
dor, that women's dress repertoire presently includes and men's

does nos. On purcly aesthetic grounds, t hen, there is considerable

resistance to doing so. Women's reluctance in this connection
probahly also accounts for \vhat many of them regard as the lo-

dicrous prescriptiveness of the dress-for-success ensemble (Lurte

1981, 26), i.c., the many "musts," "shoulds," and "nevers" that

punctuate the advice of Molloy (1977) and other career dress ad-
visors.

Contributing furthcr to the latent instability of the dress-for-
success gender compromise is that ideologically, too, many

women—as is typical of member% of all political minorities once
their "consciousness is raised"—take umbrage that their ticket of

admivance and token of acceptance loto the business and profes-

sional worlds enjoins them to bedeck themselves wi di the sym-

bolic vares of those worlds, especially if, as in ibis case, such 'vares
were once the exclusive insignia of those ss ho llave dominated

thcm. " \X/hy should we have to retasa our image loto that of men's

in ordcr to secure I hose job rights that are naturally ours?" they
ask.

In imagination it is possihle to conccivc ot "wearer-friendly,"
unisex-leaning a ppa rel that, without embracing the gender !Park-

ings of masculinit y, eliminates the m'anees of frivolity, incapacity,

seduition, and domesticity that have traditionally adhcred to

women', dress. Indecd, as 1 discuss in chapter 8, some dress re-

formers, masa notably Amelia Bloomer in the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury and k.-ertain Russian constructivists in the 1920s, tried their
hand at exactly this. The conspicuous lack of success their efforts

met with—in the minket, if nos necessarily in tercos of design—is
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Beware of all enterprises that require new

clothes.

Henry David Thoreau

5 4 / CHAPTER THREE

testimony to the cultural depth of the quotidian discoursc that still

(and probably for some time to come) infuses the world of work

with the gender signs of masculinity and other, mostly lesser,

worlds with those of femininity.

CONCLUSION

Ambivalent orientations to •ard gender identification even now,

as they have in the past, play a profound role in Western dress and
in the symholic buffeting to which fashion forever subjects it. 1

would repeat that xvhatever other forces may he said to move

fashion—economics, sex, boredom, invidious class distinctions-

it draws much of its perdu ring inspiration froni the identity dialec-

tics generated in states of ambivalence, that of gender being but

one among severa' that have figure(' prominently in Western cul-

tural history since the late medieval period. Quite obviously am-

bivalences of social class, sexuality, age grade, and much else about
which men and women are of more than one mirad have also etched

their \vas . into Western codes of dress and the alterations effected

in them through fashion. Moreover, hecause diese ambivalences

spring from t he cross-flows and cl asiles of the basic cultural catego-

ries that struct tire our lives, they are deeply moral and, most cer-

tainly, collective in character. As such, they fono the existential

canvas upon which fashion dcsigners (and other artists, too, of

course) seek to impress their interpretations and new cncodings. As

1 • ill sketch out at length in chapters 6 and 7, w hen successful diese

in turn lead tú a progressive collective transformation in mass taste

and habit (Blumer 1969a), which 111(11 lays the oasis for what is

tenue," die "fashion cycle."
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Chapter Ten

The semiotics of masculinity in
Renaissance England

DAVID KUCHTA

In her classic anide "Did Women Have a Renaissance?" Joan Kelly
speculates on the dynamics of gender relations in Renaissance court life,
arguing that the mate courtier bogan to "adopt `woman's ways' in bis
relations to the prince."' In Kelly's rcading of Castiglione, the Renais-
sanee courtier's dependence on the prince was signified b y the
"accommodation of the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century courtier to
the ways and dress of women"p. 44). Femininity was identined with
the manipulation of appearances, as noblewomen lost all forros of power
other than charro. The courtier was thus feminized when he used courtl y
display to attract the favor of the prince. "To be attractive, accom-
plished, and seem not to care; to charro and do so coolly - how
concerned with impression, how masked the true sclf. And how
manipulative ... lo short, how lile a woman ora dependent, for that is
the root of the simile" (p. 4 5 ).

Kelly's analysis raises important questions about the relationships
between gender and power - gender as a forro of power, to be su re, but
also the similarity, the "simile," between political and gender ideologies.
This essav will cake up Kelly's analysis by considering the semiotics of
masculinity in the English Renaissance court. 1 t \vil' analvze the
relationship between political ideals of masculinity, and attitudes to
display and attraction. 1 Iow was masculinity representad, and what was
the conneetion hetween the phenomenon of courtly displa y and the
political construction of masculinit y ? \Vas there a "simile - between
political dependen« and gender dependence? \Vas the courtier femin-
ized This chapter will argue th.lt„ilthough Kelly was correct in linking
the phenomena oi attraction, charro, and display to politicai depend-
ence, polnical dependence and display themselves viere not inherently
gendered. As will become clear, men's use of sartorial splendor was seco
as compatible with dependence on the crown. More importantle, elite
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lasculinity was defined in pan as properly sumptuous display, as living
p to the sartorial expectations of the crown. \Vhat this chapter
nalyze, then, is the semiotic regime which defended sumptuous mascu-
ne attire in the Renaissance court.
Noble privileges of sumptuous male display did not go unchallenged

uring the Renaissance. Elizabethan and Jacobean England was suffi-
iently fluid in its social structure to challenge any aristocratic mono-
oly on conspicuous consumption.' Elite prerogatives to sumptuous
ress were undercut by ne • wealth, destabilizing a seemingly natural
ssociation between the display of wealth and claims to elite status. This
hallenge from below may have encouraged traditional élite groups to
)fidify thcir claims to sartorial splendor. Yet sumptuous male display
,as not without its critics either. Puritans, mercantilists, and country
entlemen opposed the impon of Italian ideals of courtesy and the
:alian (and later French) fashions which accompanied them. Critics
elped shape an image of the court as the locus of vice, luxury, tvrannv,
nd effeminacy — an image which would he an important element in the
utbreak of the Civil \\'ar. In country ideology, following fashion was a
gn of effeminacy and servitude, wh de the freeborn gentleman's virtue
'as signified by "simplicity and wholesome pleasures based on religion

respect for tradition," as Perez Zagorin has written. 4 Country
:mienten linked effeminacy \vid ' sumptuous display and political
ependence: manly simplicity signified political autonomy; restraint
ímbolized freedom. In this politicized vision of masculinity, fashion
as mercly an externa! imposition by tvrannical and arbitrary custom.
Courtiers and gentlemen thus stood uneasilv between challenge and

-iticism. The desire for a visible social order did not mesh easily with
aims to a visible moral orden. Fact.(' with chis ambivalence, defenders
f the crown and court constructed a detinition of masculinity which
-gued for the morality of male display, vet made it theoretically
iaccessible to all but the nobility. in assertive language meant to gloss
ver fluid boundaries, they defined high expenditure as the exclusive
rerogative of the nobility, yet justified it as liberality not prodigality, as
lagnificence not ext • avagance, and as manliness not effeminacy. \Vhat
tics saw as debilitating softness, 1.4enders saw as honorable bravery.

vio public definitions of masculinity competed with each other in
enaissance England, and we can trace chis competition in courtesy
.anuals, scrmons, and literary sources. Of course it would be difficult
claim that either definition captured the reality of sartorial p •actices in

enaissance England — rather, thev provide insight finto the ways in
hich ideals of masculinit y were constructed and conteste(' by religious,
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political, and cultural factors (to name but a few), and warn us against
ahistorical spcculation about the true nature of masculinity in Renais-
sance England. This chapter will analyze the way in which a semiotics of
masculinity was constructed to justify élite mate display during the
English Renaissance.

Beauty adoras virtue

As is well known, Castiglione and other Italian courtesy writers liad an
immense impact on English courtesy theorv. English writers influenced
bv Italian courtesy rhetoric include Henry Peacham, Thomas Elyot,
Francis Bacon. Francis Osborne, \Villiam Higford, and the author of
The English Cou•tien s In this discursive tradition, dress and manners
were not mere externals: they viere manifestations of interna! worth,
graceful supplements to nobility. 'l'hormas Adams virote: "Oh how
comely are good cloathes toa good soule, when the grave within, shall
beautifie the attire without." 6 Adams echoed Castiglione's formula:
"therefore is the out ward beauty a true sign of the in ward goodness, and
in bodies this comeliness is imprinted, as it were, for a mark of the
soul."7

In this semiotics of masculinity, the hypothetical "true sign" con-
sisted of an identit y between outward beatas' and inward goodness,
between material signifier and social signified, between appearance and
status. Noble dress and noble status were meant tú resemble one
another. In effect, this clothing regime worked bv a hierarchv of
analogies, bv the resemblance between social standing and clothing
expenses. Silk and satis were noble, flannel and tustian were humble.
This accords with Michel Foucault's characterization of Renaissance
semiotics: "it was resemblance that organized the play of symbols, made
possible knowledge of things visible and invisible, and controlled the art
of representing them. "8 (Foucault later rcfers to this cpistemc as a
"hierarchy of analogies - l p. 55 1.) I)ress was meant tu make status visible
by the one-to-on • correspondence between social leve) and level of
expenditure. The poet barnabe liarnes opined that "all garments should
be ... in worth and fashion correspondent to the state, substance, age,
place, time, birth. and honest custome of those persons which use
them." The higher the status, the richer the fabric; wealth should
correspond to worth. "TIte use oi soft cloathing" and fine fabrics, as the
archbishop of York, John Williams, argued, is confined "to those due
circumstances lo which they are designed. "'ley are not for every solo
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td private man, to gather aboca him a gaping multitude, but for
agistrates and other remarkeable persons, imployed in governing
tates, and serving of Kings."' c Material fabric and social fahric
sembled one another; beauty adorned virtue: riches well bestowed
ere "a great ornament, and setting foorth to a gentleman;"" in rich
>pare' and omaments "the beamcs of magnificence shine, which is
ambred amongst the principallest Yermes heroicall."12
The hierarchical resemblance betwcen clothing and status, like the
)sial order itself, was considered to be natural, though (and this will be
kcy point in this scmiotics) the clothes themselves were not seen as
herentl y endowed with status. In thc abstract, it was considered
nitral for noble men to wear noble clothes, and in this sense the
erarchy too was deemed natural. The resemblances, however, were
>t. There was much more ambivalence in determining which men, and
hat clothes, were themselves noble. In this discourse, it was the state's
de, not nature's role, to determine nobility by legal means. The crown
lould legitimate claims to nobility, in men as well as in clothes, and
us help naturalize the relationship between clothing and status. The
itural icon, then, was socially naturalized, arbitrarily motivated. It is
is oxymoron which defincd the scmiotics of élite masculinity in the
cnaissancc court.
Since costly apparel Itaturally graced the courtier, he liad to fashion an
iaffected attitudc towards it.	 needed to feel at borne in the
imptuous trappings oí his station, a naturalness and nonchalance
hich Castiglionc called sprezzatura. Sprezzatura meant displaying
se, whcreas affectation meant a mismatch between appcarance and
icial status in a hierarchv which itself was considered natural. "Men's
layior should be like their apparel," Francis Bacon advised, "not too
rait or point device [precise], but free for exercise or motion."
kewise, Bacon argued that "ii he labor too much to express [good
rms], he shall lose their grace, which is to be natural and unaifected."13
To the modem reader, ibis created appearance of nonchalance seems

deceit, manipulation, and effeminacy: "how masked the true self
like a woman," as Joan Kelly quipped. It was, however, precisely

e opposite. To be cure, nonchalance was self-consciously created, but
was a created naturalness— with all the instability and ambivalence that
is implies. It meant cultivating a political image which accorded with a
itural order, acting and dressing according to one's sexual and social
:Mon. It meant being truthful in one's appearances, ncithcr fcigning a
tse modesty nor affecting an unearned extrayagance. Affectation and
ipersonation were condenmed because thev dre• attention to the
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theatricality, the self-fashioning, the created image — not because the
image was falce, but because the immediacy of signification, the affili-
anon between appearance and reality, the correspondence between
signifier and signified, was lost. In chis semiotics, affectation was the
misuse of signs, the loss of transparency, the loss of their proper, noble
significance. It is in ceremonias and appearances, Stefano Guazzo wrote,
"that the inward love may bce knowne, as well as the outwardc honour
is secne, other wise ccremonies are lothsomc unto us, and show that the
hearte is faigned" (p. 166). \Vhen outward honor manifestad and
resembled inward ¡ove, display was a true sign. Otherwise, when
outward honor was merely purchased by upstarts, the significr lost its
graceful relationship to what it signified. It was worshipped for itself
rather iban for its refcrentiality. As a legal status (rather iban an
economic class) nobility could not be purchased or affected, but it
nonetheless liad to be displayed and proclaimed.

Apparel proclaims the man

Sprezzatura, "the master trope of the courtier,"" was dios also thc
master trope of this scmiotics uf masculinity: the display of a one-to-one
correspondence between appearance and social position, the image of a
duo proportion between fabric and rank. No statement better captures
this semiotics iban Polonius' advice to his son Laertes:

Costl• thy habit as thy purse Can buy,
But not expressed in fancy; rich, not gaudy,
For the arpare] oft proclaims the mana);

Laertes' dress should be as costly as his purse could huy, and dios
correspond to his status. He should express this status through richness
not gaudiness, though bolonios does not tell us how w distinguish
between the two. The di f ierence was determined more by attitude than
actual garment. The difference was not how inuch money one invested
in clothes, but how much symbolic value. The difference, then, was one
which relied on the semiotic status of the garment. Apparel, as Shake-
speare neativ summarized, "proclaims" the man (not "makes" him, as is
often incorrectiv quoted). Rich clothing proclaimed gentilitv, repre-
sented it, and made it conspicuous. Proclaiming is an act of attribution,
ascription, while making is an act of creation. production.	 In this
semiotics, sumptuous dress did not make or create gentility, as upstarts
desired. If defenders of chis semiotic regimc argued that the higher thc
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atus, the finer the fabric, they accused upstarts of believing that the
ner the fabric, the higher the status. This double standard mcant that
te correspondence between material fabric and social fabric was not
onic, but arbitrary.
In chis discourse, thcn, there was nothing inherent in clothes them-

:lves which gavie them nobilitv or masculinity. Henry Peacham quoted
lutarch: "gold and siker, worn bv martial men, addeth 	 courage and

)irit unto them; but in others effeminacv, or a kind of womanish
mit y ." 16 Thc relation between signifier and signified was arbitrary,
ependent upon the context, and upon the wearcr. Clothes were
msidered to be arbitrary not in the cense of being random, but in the
:nse of being conventional, historicallv determincd, rather than ahisto-
cally and naturall y fixcd in their meaning. The signifier only secured its
roper meaning when it corresponded to a preexisting social station.
iold added courage onlv to "martial men" — that is, men of the
ristocracy. "Womanish vanity" was this loss of correspondence, the
lisappropriation of signs by those who did not merit their noble
gnificance. lo themselves, clothes were innocent, arbitrary, conven-
onal: it was their connection xvith nobility which made them noble.
)nlv within their hierarchical correspondence did they become natura-
zed. Count Annibale Romci praised "costly garments, pretious jewels,
umptuous pallaces, magnificent furnit ore," yet warned that "neither
fiches, nor sumptuous vestimentes make a man noble" (pp. 2 46, 187).
'he clothes did not make thc man.

assume otherwise was effeminacv. For Renaissance courtesy
'riters, gender and semiotics were linked. Effeminacy was found in the

ffected misuse of signs b y vain upstarts. Effemin.w. y meant dressing out
f place, thus calling attention to one's dress in a kind of "womanish
anity." Effeminacy was idolatry: treating arbitrary signifiers like idols
ndowed with inherent meaning, mistaking signifier for signified.

illiam Rankins condemned those "self-soothing sois" who

have no firmer Yerme than a narre:
But who so thinkes the signe the substame is.

Erres, and his •it doth wander inuá amisse.v

:ffeminacy meant semiotic instabilitv, as signs lost their grace, the
atora! affiliation between clothing and status:

Grao: is nothing elle but something .xkin (o a light whieh shines from the
appropriatencss of things that are suitably ordered and arranged one with thc
other, and in relation tu the •hole	 Thus, a man must not ¿nhellish himself
like a woman, for his adortunents sviIl then contradict bis person. as I see some
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men do, who pul curls in their hair and bcards with a curling iron, and who
apply so much make-up to their faces, necks, and hands that it would be
unsuitable for any young wench, even for a harlot who is more anxious to
hawk her wares and sell them for a price."

Overdressing was a form of semiotic prostitution, an impuro traffic
between signifier and signified, an exchangc muddled bv an immoderate
attention to materiality. Elsewhere, della Casa linked immoderate dress
with homosexuality: "Your garments should not be extremely fancy or
extremely ornate, so that no one can sav that you are wearing
Ganvmede's hose." 19 Courtiv masculinity was defined in opposition to
a series of "wanton and sensual imperfections," 2 '-' which were thern-
selves linked with materiality: prostitution, homosexuality, and effemi-
nac y . Effeminacy was a loss of moderation, "an effeminate spruceness,
as much as a fantastic disorder," as the royalist and Anglican Owen
Felltham wrote.2'

Clothing, then, was a dangerous supplement to masculinit y . Masculi-
nit y sat ambivalentl y between the extremes of homosexuality and
prostitution, differentiated from them only bv its moderate attitude to
materiality, by its nonchalance toward the signifier. Tu presume that
material signifiers :nade thc man was to destroy the hierarchy of
analogies so central to Renaissance masculinity. Effeminacy involved
misappropriating the symbols of the warrior class. Aristocratic masculi-
nity restcd on "bravery" both in battic and in dress. Adornments should
moderately embellish a nobleman, but not to the extent that thev
"contradict his person," as della Casa wrote. Nloderation, of course, was
a relativo term, one which stood precariousl y between modestv and
prodigality, simplicity and extravagance. Men should apply makettp,
but not "so much tnake-up." Effeminac y was found not in display and
adornment, but in excess. Properl y used, die material siga should bring
grace and shine; improperly used, materiality might load tu debauchery
and sensuality. • Fltere was thus a fine and invisible line — callad
moderation — between the proper and improper use of signs. The
difference between virtuous mago ilicence and vicious prodigality
existes{ not in the garment itself, nor in the eve of the beholder, but in the
station and attitude of the wearer. James 1 advised his son to be
"moderate in your raiment; neither over superfluous, like a deboshed
waister; not yet over base, like a miserable wretch; not
trimnied and decked, like a Courtitane; nor yet over-sluggishlv clothed,
like a country-clowns; not over light lv, like a Candie-souldier, or a vain
young Courtier; nor vet over gravelie, like a Minister." 22 Moderation
was not artificial vanity, but it was not precise modesty or gravity either.
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was compatible with aristocratic masculinity, and Stone provides no
evidente to suggest that James I encouraged mcn to dress beyond their
means. Certainly, James adopted standard courtesy tropes to defend the
elaborate dress of his noble courtiers — but this defense was not
specifically linked with sexual preferences, except in the homophobic
minds of his critics.

It should be clear from this evidente that much courtesy literature
nvritten and read in Renaissance England rejected considering male
display in itself as effeminate, even when it was mcant to attract the
attention of the prince. Defenders of the courtier saw conspicuous mate
display not as a lesser forro, but as a different definition of masculinity.
In much courtesy literature, the courtier was not feminized when he
used display, contrary to Kclly's claim. The ethics of attraction and the
aesthetics of display werc not inherently gendered. Gender was certainly
displayed — "all garments should be neat, fit for the body, and agreeable
to the sex which should wear diem," as Barnabe Barnes argued (p. 1 5 ) —
but the phenomenon of display itself was not gendered. The manipu-
lation of appcarances was not "woman's ways," non, for that matter,
was it specifically "man's ways," as similar strictures and prerogatives
applied to court ways, a subject beyond the scope of this chamen For
thc English courtier, then, bravery in dress was justified by bravery in
battle. Conspicuous consumption was considered a rightful and manly
honor bestowed upon !Mil by his noble status and position at court.
Rich clothcs proclaimed high status. Conspicuous consumption madc
die social orden conspicuous. Effeminacy, on the other hand, was the
misusc of diese arbitral-y status symbols, and dais a threat to the social
order by the base materialitv of the nouveau riche.

The crown proelinms the elothes

How, then, was effeminacy to be prevented in an agc which saw
growing number of nouveaux riches, an mercase in social mobility, and
the relative decline of aristocratic fortunes? Who was to arbitrate
between the proper and improper use of arbitrar> . signs? Who rcgulated
thc correspondencc between signifier and signified? Courtesy writcrs
hiere called upon the crown. 1f clothes viere arbitran . signifiers, and their
meaning determined by social custom, then it should be the prerogative
of the crown to control such custom. Since diere was nothing inherent in
clothes, nothing natural which gavie them nobilitv, it was only the
constant reenforcement of the hicrarchy of analogies which might
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ach were the sins of debauchees, courtesans, country gentlemen,
pstarts, and puritans. James 1 repeated the major formulae of courtesy
Jvice on dress when he counselled:

In your cloathes keepe a proportion, as well with the seasons of the yeare as of
your age: in the fashions of them being carelesse, using them according to the
common form of the time, some-time richclicr, some-times meanlier clothed
as occasion scrveth, without kccping any precise rule therein. For if your
minde be founde occupied upon diem, it will be thought idle otherwaies
But speciallie eschcwc to be effeminate in your cloathes, in perfuiming,
preening, or such like: and faite never in time of warres to be galliardest and
bravest, both in cloathes and countenance. 	 (p. !si)

)istinguishing between bravery and artificiality was a difhcult task,
specially since courtesy literature argued that there were no "precise
ales" for dress other than conformitv to custom. One form of
onsumption signified braverv, the other clownishness. One led to a
roper display of aristocratic masculinity, the other led to debilitating
ffeminacv. The difference between the two was precisely one of
ttitude, of displaying a certain carelessness, of not being "found
ccupied upon" fashions. The internal sensibility of moderation — a
emiotic sensibility — was compatible with the externa! display of being
alliardest and bravest.
That James 1 rejected effeminacy but advocated bravery in dress

hould lead us to qucstion the long-standing association	 between
omosexuality, effeminacy, and male display in Jacobean 	 England.
)iana de Marly has flatly asserted that "King James 1 of England and VI

Scodand was a homosexual and this changed the character of the court
onsiderably," leading England into an "effeminate and wanton age."23
"he historical association between homosexuality and effeminacy is best
.nown in Lawrence Stone's account of the crisis of the English
ristoctacy in the century prior to the Civil \Van. Stone has speculated:
It was the Court that led the fashion, and a philandering (lucen
Dllowed by a homosexual king no doubt gavie an added incentive to the
lovement: both Elizabeth and James liad an eye for the well-dressed
•oung man."" Stone's musings are not mere errant remarks in his classic
Jork: for Stone, the aristocracy's abnormal adoption of conspicuous
onsumption was "led by the monarca themselves [sic-1" (p. 562),
ontributed to "the general downward trend of aristocratic fortunes"
p. 1 97 ), and exacerhated the crisis of confidente in aristocratic society
,rhich culminated in the Civil War. The corrupting influence of homo-
exualitv thus scems to play an iniportant role in Stone's account of the
risis of the aristocracy. Yet as we have seen, conspicuous male display
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;uarantee their proper signification. Only an explicit and frequent
epetition of their intended meanings could assure that fine fabrics
.emained the signs of nobility. If silk was noble, it was only because
oval proclamation made it so. Signifiers took on social meaning because
)f state policy, not natural affiliation. To be sure, fine fabrics had
ntrinsic material qualities — softness, rarity, craftsmanship, shine — but it
vas considered that these properties only took on sexual and social
neaning through social convention. Richness in fabric corresponded to
iigh social status only because the crown limited the purchases of the
intided wealthy. An economic order defined by wealth corresponded to
. legal order defined bv worth only through royal proclamation. In this
tierarchical order, the crown distributed clothes to each according to
heir social "needs."

Improperly distributed, arbitrary signifiers might be misused arbitra-
ily : their excessive dissemination could lead to riot and disorder. In this
emiotic regime, nothing was greater feared than polvsemy. It was thus
he crown's role to guarantee the hierarchy of analogies, to regulate the
uoper correspondence between fabric and rank. It did this by sump-
uary law, which reached its zenith under Elizabeth. 25 Sumptuary
›roclamations were often issued, though rarely enforced. Since the
requency of their issue, and the lack of cases prosecuting infringements,
uggests that sumptuary laves were futile, they are testimony more to a
ocian thought about dress than to any actual practice.
Through the declarativa power of sumptuary law, the crown

ttempted (apparendy unsuccessfullv) to legislate the nation's habits of
onsumption and thereby regulate the general economy of signs. In this
;reat hierarchy of analogies, no one under the degree of carl, for exatnple,
vas permitted to wear cloth of gold, siker, or tinscled satis. No one
inder the dcgree of husbandman was allosved to wear hose mide of cloth
osting more than 2S. per yard. 26 Attempting to assure a direct traffic
.etween signifier and signified, the crown tried to guarantee that the
aisuse of signs would not dilute their noble valor: a sort of Gresham's
iw of semiotics. The increased frequency of royal proclamations against
xcessive dress under Elizabeth may testifv to the mercase of new wealth
u ring her reign, as is oftcn argued, but it also suggests that Elizabeth,
tore than hcr predecessors, saw the monarchy as the guardian of semio-
ie stability. It was considere(' a royal prerogative tu ensure conformity

fashion. The political regulation of the display of social distinctions,
hen, was primary in Elizabethan sumptuary policy. Sumptuary procla-
iations, in theory if not in practice, were dic.' legal guarantee of the hier-
rchv of analogies, the arbiters of the economy of signs.
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If clothes proclaimed the man, then it was the crown which pro-
claimed the clothes. Royal proclamation made sumptuous court dress
merely a uniform to be donned without affectation, one which should
gracefully correspond tu station, one for which there was no precise rule
other than court custom itself. Castiglione offered no exact rules for
fashion, "but that a man should frame himselí to the custom of the
most" (p. 126). Clothes should not malee an impression on a man's
heart, for that was affectation and effeminacy: rather, they should be
svorn in due obediente to the crown. Archbishop Williams considered
that princes "express their magnificente ... in their outward garment,
whether it were gown, cloak, or mande of estate, which they might be
said tu bcar only" (p. 26). Conformity to fashion signified nothing more
than a man's position at court and his fidelity to the crown. The entire
hierarchy of analogies which guaranteed the courtier's claims to sump-
mous apparel depended upon the support of the monarchy. Thus the
protean courtier should be able tu adapt hirnself to current court
fashions. "For clothes," virote the MP Sir William Cornwallis, "he that
shunnes singularity (for from singularity comes cythcr disdaine, or
envy) let his attire be conformable to custome, and change with
company ... In many things (as in this) custome is a thing indifferent,
and things indifferent recevving their lile from light grounds; cvery
countrey hath some peculiar to it selfe bv which when we are diere, we
ought to be ruled."27

For the courtier, conspicuous consumption was the rightful honor
bestowed upon him by bis position at court, by the good will of bis
monarch. Fine dress was a "thing indifferent," an arbitrarv court
convention to which noblemen should conform with nonchalanee. In
themsclves, costly garments were innocent, gender neutral. Properly
used, they were noble; improperlv used, they were affected, vain, and
effeminate. Though richly apparelled, the nobleman ultimately should
treat clothing as a thing indifferent. For the courtier, donning sump-
tuous dress was, in theory at Icast, merely an act of uniformity.

As is by now clear, the resemblance between material fabric and social
fabric was arbitran . , not motivated by any natural properties of the
signifier-fabric. In themselves, clothes liad no intrinsic social or religious
worth, only one which derivad from their position svithin a social
hierarchy. On this point, my analysis differs from Michel i'oucault's
acemita of Renaissance thcories of the sign. For Foucault, Renaissance
knowledge considered signs as natural icons whose signifying power
"resides in hoth the mark and the content in identical fashion" (p. 3o).
This is the oasis of the resemblance between signifier and signified, a
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;emblance which, in Foucault's account of Renaissance thought, was
ierent in the sign, whether that sign was a natural object or a linguistic
rin: "In its raw, historical sixteenth-century being, language is not an
)itrary system" (p. 35). From the evidence presented here, however,
e can argue that although signs were considered to be based upon
iemblance, that resemblance was established by convention: though
sed on physical resemblance, the icon was seen to be dependent upon
nvention. Thc arbitrar> , icon, a notion alien to traditional semiotics,
d natural properties intrinsic tú it, but the relation of those properties
their referent was established by custom.2'
Thus we have seen a social doctrine of conspicuous consumption, a
litical doctrine of crol•n prerogative, and a semiotic doctrine of the
)itrary icon merge into an episteme of masculinity. Thc Renaissance
niotics of masculinity was based on a hierarchy of analogies, a system
resemblances between clothing and social position. Material fabric
rresponded to social fabric. (tare and gcntle fabrics signified gentilitv,
tilo cheap and coarse cloth denoted commonness. This hierarchy was
termined and guaranteed by roval proclamation, which commanded
nformity in such "things indifferent" as court dress. Thc courtier
cded to cultivate an indifferencc tú his clothes, as they were merely a
te-instituted u niform. Any attitude to clothing other than indiffer-

was affectation, pride, vanity, or effeminacy. Noble liberality
.rged with nonchalance. In this semiotic regime, then, conspicuous
asumption among the nobilitv was socially necessarv, politicallv
lilinanded, and semiotically arbitrar... It is this notion of the arbitrary
n which justified sumptuary inequalities, and which allowed eonspi-
mis consumers not only to ward off accusations of cffeminacy and
morality in dress, but to accuse upstarts of precisely thc same thing. A
vial order was — at lcast in their own eyes — discursively compatible
1 a moral order. Upper-class masculinity was compatible with
hionability. Thus although display at court was "an art of conduct
ored to the social and political exigencies of Renaissance despotism,"
Daniel Javitch has argued, 29 there was no "simile" between political
)endency and gender dependencv. In this semiotic regime, display
!If was not gendered, while masculinity, not effeminacy, 'vas defined
:onformity to court custom.

course, this Renaissance semiotics of masculinitv would not last. It
lapsed in the general political, economic, and religious crisis of thc
cntcenth century. Court critics would criticize the idea of the
itrary signifier in the same language that they criticized arbitrary

lnspired by puritanism and country ideology, a new, iconoclastic

Semiotics of masculinity in Renaissance England

discoursc considered courtly signs not as arbitrary signifiers, but as ovil
icons with inherent sinfulness 	 and intrinsic effeminacy. Court-
sponsored dress was "polutid openly with popishe supersticion and
idolatry," as the puritan Anthony Gilby wrote. 3° Court dress was
semiotically over-determincd, and in itself caused corruption and effe-
minacy. "Soft cloathes introduce soft mindes. Delicacv in the habit,
begets an effeminacy in the heart," warned Richard Brathwait. 3 ' In chis
iconoclastic discourse, vanity and effeminacy originated in the clothes,
not in thc 'lean. Outward beauty was no longer a true sign of inward
goodness, but lec" to moral corruption. Delicacy begat effeminacy. The
clothes made the man: such vas the danger inherent in court dress. The
freeborn Englishman, however, was autonomous and self-sufficicnt,
and did not need the dangerous supplement of display. True masculinity
would be displayed by a condemnation of the signifier, a fashion which
disdained fashion — with all the instability that this implied.

It was this iconoclastic discourse, chis anti-fashion, which ended the
Renaissance episteme and gave birth to a new, "classic" regime (in
Foucault's terms) in thc sccond hall of thc seventeenth century. It was
this discourse which ga ye us as well a new masculine appearance: the
relativelv modest three-piecc suit, introduce(' in the late scventeenth
century. Historical analysis of Renaissance courtesy and Renaissance
masculinitv has long borrowed much from the metaphysics of Renais-
sanee court critics, a gendered metaphysies with its own historically
produce(' privileging of the signified over the signifier. For it is this
discourse, finallv, which looks at the display, ornamentation, and
manipulation of appearance by the Renaissance courtier and exclaims,
"how like a •oman."
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Recuperating women and the man
behind the screeni

DOMNA C. STANTON

ln Rabelais and his World, Bakhtin cites Le Caquet de l'accouchée (The
Cackle of the Confined Woman), a set of short, anonymous texts
published sequentially in 1622, to illustrate the "degeneracy" of grotes-
que realism. 2 Though he concedes that "a tiny spark of the carnival
dame is still alive" in diese "fashionable" writings (pp. 1o5-6)- eight of
which were collected in the Recued général des caquets de l'accouchée
(1623) and reprinted seven times before 165o - he highlights their
differences from the "very old" tradition of "female gathering[s] at the
bedside of a woman recovcring from childbirth	 They were marked
by abundant food and frank conversation, at which social conventions
were dropped," Baklitin continues: "The acts of procreation and cating

pn.determined the role of the material bodily lower stratum" (p. io5).
13y contrast, in the post-Rabelaisian Caquets de l'accouchée

the author eavesdrops on the women's charter \vhile hiding behind a curtain.
Howevcr in the conversation that follows, che theme of the bodily lower
stratum	 is transIerred to private manners. This iemale cackle is nothing but
gossip and tittle-tattle. The popular frankness of the marketplace with its
grotesque ambivalent lower stratum is replaced by chamber intimacies of
privare lije, heard from behind a curtain. 	 (P. los)

Bakhtin perceives the importance of the eavesdropper, but the binary
oppositions that structure his comparative discussion of the "tradi-
cional" t'enlate gathering and the caquets revea) the ideological agenda
and the gender blindspots of his study. 	 pasan co the ambivalcnt
grotesque realism of the carnival, which subverts dominant beliefs and
affirms the devalued or denicd, finds its crowning expression in Rabc-
iais, but is then, according to bis Marxist schcme, recuperated by the
serious, official culture of the absolutist state and reduced to a low
literary genre with nionologic meaning. lo the process, niarketplace
frankness about the "lower bodily" organs of ingestion, excretion, and
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